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The notion of layering is explored as a design approach to incorporate the 
contemporary with the historic as an additional layer of exposed on-going history, 
thereby further exposing the layers of history evident within New Zealand’s 
historic buildings. This thesis combines layering theories of architects Louis 
Kahn and Carlo Scarpa with related theories of installation artist Mary Miss. The 
theoretical imperatives of Scarpa and Kahn are explored as a tool of engagement 
for the junction between the contemporary and historic building materials, 
and the work of Marry Miss is explored as a design approach for developing a 
contemporary intervention that references the layered historic building while 
inviting new means of occupancy between layers. The selected vehicle for the 
design research investigation is the Albemarle Hotel on Ghuznee Street in 
Wellington. The techniques proposed in this thesis to strengthen the Albemarle 
Hotel suggest an approach that might be applied to New Zealand’s wider body 
of historic buildings that constitute New Zealand’s heritage fabric, ultimately 
protecting them from demolition while preserving additional layers of their 
historic narratives.
Over all the design research experiments suggest that contemporary interventions 
derived from structural strengthening may be a viable and cost-effective method of 
re-inhabiting New Zealand’s endangered heritage buildings, avoiding demolition 
and securing New Zealand’s heritage for future generations.
ReseaRch Questions:
This thesis challenges the current economically unsustainable approach of laterally 
reinforcing and completely ‘restoring’ 19th-20th century historic buildings in 
New Zealand. This thesis argues that current historic buildings in semi-decayed 
states in fact enable visitors to witness multiple stages in the on-going life of a 
building.
Can the weathered state of New Zealand's heritage buildings be proactively 
retained and celebrated as witnesses to their history? Can new lateral reinforcing 
requirements be conceived as active participants in revealing the on-going history 
of New Zealand's historic buildings? 
Abstract
T he demand for a new approach to safeguarding New Zealand’s endangered historic buildings was identified as a result of the recent increase in 
building code and strengthening requirements following the Christchurch 
earthquakes of 2010-2011. The Wellington City Council identified 266 heritage 
buildings in the city that must be either strengthened or demolished to address 
these increased requirements. This thesis explores this threat as an opportunity 
for researching how contemporary design interventions can be challenged to 
both strengthen and become active participants in the ongoing history of New 
Zealand’s potentially endangered historic buildings. This thesis challenges the 
current approach of completely ‘restoring’ 19th-20th century historic buildings in 
New Zealand, to develop techniques that structurally reinforce historic buildings 
while inviting the progressive weathering of a building to remain as a testament to 
its history.
This thesis proposes a structural intervention that is responsive to the progressive 
history of historic buildings, simultaneously introducing a contemporary 
structural intervention that both participates in and compliments the progressive 
historic transformations of the vehicle. This thesis argues that current historic 
buildings in semi-decayed states in fact enable visitors to witness multiple stages in 
the life of a building, while fully restored buildings only enable visitors to witness 
the original form of the building. This thesis proposes a model for contemporary 
intervention within historic buildings that draws a design intervention from 
seismic strengthening.
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| to introduce | to introduce 
the young woman 
I always knew I would work in heritage architecture, mainly because I have never 
been drawn to the impressive facets, oblique angles, organic curves, or the shiny new 
nature of contemporary design; for some reason I have become enchanted by quiet 
old historic buildings, the grandmothers and grandfathers to the young contemporary 
buildings. These are the structures that have earned their place in history, creating 
the foundation upon which the contemporary child builds; and with the dilemma of 
choosing a thesis topic that represents the pinnacle of five years of study towards my 
Master of Architecture (Prof) looming over my head like a storm cloud, I visited one 
of my favourite buildings in Wellington, the Albemarle Hotel, 59 Ghuznee Street. 
Upon visiting the Albemarle Hotel or ‘Heaven, Hell and Petticoat Junction’ as it 
has previously been dubbed, I discovered that the Category II historic building was 
half ‘renovated’ and deserted;  a partial demolition had taken place on the interior 
before it was abandoned by its owners and put up for sale. Ironically I saw that the 
contractors had revealed an extraordinary quality of beauty in the exposed layers and 
peeling paint; I was able to see the history of the building, as I never thought possible. 
The layers of wallpaper from its days as a brothel peeled away from the layers of paint 
from the days as a sauna: all was exposed, and I felt a sudden connection to the people 
who had occupied this space before me. I then discovered that the building was likely 
to face demolition, due to the high cost of reinforcing and prevention of earthquake 
damage; the building owners could not find a buyer who was willing to invest in the 
historic hotel in order to save it from demolition. This set the stage for my realization 
that this was a critical contemporary architectural problem needing new design 
approaches to resolve it….my search was over. 
"Nothing stirred in the drawing-room or in 
the dining-room or on the staircase. Only 
through the rusty hinges and swollen sea-
moistened woodwork certain airs, detached 
from the body of the wind (the house was 
ramshackle after all) crept round corners and 
ventured indoors. Almost one might imagine 
them, as they entered the drawing-room 
questioning and wondering, toying with the 
flap of hanging wall-paper, asking, would it 
hang much longer, when would it fall? Then 
smoothly brushing the walls, they passed 
on musingly as if asking the red and yellow 
roses on the wall-paper whether they had 
time at their disposal) the torn letters in the 
wastepaper basket, the flowers, the books, all 
of which were now open to them and asking, 
Were they allies? Were they enemies? How long 
would they endure."
ViRginia woolF, to the lighthouse (time passes, 2)
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“Wellington City Council planners said the earthquake-prone building, 
on the corner of Lambton Quay and Grey St, was a risk to public safety. 
It recommended its owner, Wellington developer Mark Dunajtschik, 
be granted consent to demolish it. Mr Dunajtschik has applied to 
the council for a demolition permit, and wants to put up a 25-storey 
building to match the adjoining HSBC Tower” (Easton).
The challenge now is to test approaches to improving the lateral bracing of 
historic buildings in cost effective ways that address the complex issues of degrees 
of historic renovation versus opportunities for the exposure of contemporary 
elements, addressing the very real threat facing Wellington’s built heritage. 
This thesis attempts to develop an approach to some of the multiplicity of 
problems facing New Zealand’s 19th-20th century historic buildings that inhabit 
the 21st century. It identifies methods that may produce a cost effective approach 
to introducing lateral bracing to New Zealand’s vulnerable historic buildings. 
This thesis argues that the ‘restoration’ process can often be expensive, and when 
added to the recent increase in lateral bracing requirements of the building code, 
owners of historic sites may not be able to afford to upgrade their dilapidated 
heritage buildings, in which case the Wellington City Council has identified that 
these buildings will be demolished as a means of preventing earthquake damage 
and loss of life. The full ‘restoration’ of heritage sites including the introduction 
of concealed lateral bracing is a cost prohibitive approach. It involves the costly 
restoration of the original historic elements by removing ‘subsequently deposited’ 
(i.e. newer) historic elements or features that can be viewed as having their 
own equal historic value and place in the ongoing history of the building. The 
concealment of the required new contemporary elements ignores the fact that 
today is a viable reflection of tomorrow’s history as a part of the theory that 
historic buildings can build a multiplicity of layers over time that evidences the 
history within the historic site. This thesis argues that the full ‘restoration’ of 
historic buildings also ignores the potential problem that their original program 
may be obsolete and thus their configurations may need to be readdressed to 
enable viable new programs to sustain the use of heritage structures in the 21st 
century. 
intRoduction
New Zealand’s settlement dates back over 200 years to the British colonization 
and over 700 years to the Polynesian settlement believed to be around 1300 AD 
(Geoff 2009, Ministry for Culture and Heritage 2011). New Zealand’s 700 years 
of cultural history in comparison to 2000-5000 years in more ancient civilizations 
of the world is considered a ‘recent’ or a ‘young history’ on the world scale; 
however this thesis argues that New Zealand’s historic sites should be treated with 
the same veneration as the more  ancients examples. New Zealand’s 19th-20th 
Century historic buildings that inhabit the 21st Century have been exposed to 
the threat of either damage from an earthquake or demolition as a preventative 
measure to protect the population from harm in the event of an earthquake. 
 
The structural inadequacy of New Zealand’s building code with regards to both 
historic and contemporary buildings was revealed following the Christchurch 
earthquakes of 2010-2011. The earthquakes resulted in the destruction of over 85% 
of Christchurch’s unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings and the death of 185 
people (Dizhur et al. 280). This series of natural disasters has exposed the need for 
a re-evaluation of New Zealand’s building code with particular regards to historic 
buildings and the techniques involved in structurally retrofitting URM buildings. The 
increased lateral reinforcing requirements have increased resulted in the preventative 
demolition of some of Wellington’s historic buildings including the future demolition 
of the Riddiford Building at Wellington Hospital, Erskine College in Island Bay and the 
Harcourts Building on Lambton Quay (McBride 23.03.12, McBride 2.09.12, Torrie). 
The Harcourts building, a Category I heritage building is one of Wellington’s first 
heritage buildings to be potentially demolished due to the cost of earthquake bracing. The 
Dominion Post published an article on the 30th of November 2012 that explained:  “The 
cost of earthquake-strengthening work on the category 1 listed building has been put at 
$10.8 million, which Mr Dunajtschik has described as not economically viable” (Easton). 
This is now the situation for many owners of heritage buildings in Wellington; the 
alternative to a costly strengthening project is unfortunately elective demolition. 
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This thesis argues that exposing the layers of such life evidences the existence of 
the ranges of history within a given space, and the expression of such layers allows 
the beauty of time to be witnessed. This thesis explores theories of stratification 
or layering explored by architects and theorists Louis Kahn and Carlo Scarpa, as a 
tool to engage with the endangered heritage buildings in New Zealand. 
This thesis applies theoretical imperatives of installation artist Mary Miss to theories 
of Scarpa and Kahn to enable the intervention to test historical narratives through 
contemporary design interventions; enabling the seismic design intervention to 
not only provide lateral bracing but to also give the historic building a layer that 
represents today as a viable reflection of tomorrow’s history. These ideas explore 
the ephemeral quality or tension created in the ‘in-between’ or the ‘grey’ zone 
between layers, enabling the viewer to experience the effects of time on a heritage 
building, effectively producing an ephemeral gallery of materials accumulated 
over time. According to author Anne-Catrin Schultz the zone between the old 
and new creates a dynamic dialogue by delicately touching the old with the new, 
penetrating the old with the new and/or placing contemporary elements beside 
the historic, thereby exploring the notions of proximity, degree of separation or 
disengagement (10). 
conclusion
This thesis argues that with the increase in lateral bracing requirements in the New 
Zealand building code, the current approach to completely ‘restoring’ heritage 
buildings may no longer be economically viable. A more effective approach would 
be to engage with semi-demolished and semi-decayed heritage structures in a 
way that celebrates their continual metamorphosis over time.  This is especially 
apparent in Wellington where heritage buildings are under threat from demolition, 
or in Christchurch where historic buildings are now partially demolished due 
to earthquake damage; this thesis argues that this requirement to laterally brace 
vulnerable heritage buildings can potentially become a new additional story to 
be told through a contemporary intervention as a part of the building’s on-going 
history. This thesis proposes that seismic design and methods of layering or 
stratification can provide the necessary elements to bring the historic buildings up 
to code and facilitate their re-use in the 21st century. This thesis tests this approach 
to contemporary intervention as a means of preventing demolition by inviting 
The design research imperatives of this thesis propose viable solutions to these 
issues that are intended to vary with the context of each historic site to which 
they are applied. This thesis proposes that the on-going changes in many historic 
buildings can be retained as important reflections of history, thus reducing the 
need for costly renovation. It proposes that new lateral bracing can be exposed 
to reduce the cost of concealing large structural elements; and furthermore it 
argues that internal configurations of historic buildings can be changed to enable 
the accommodation of new and more viable programs. 
The intertwined issues involved in the design research problem require a response 
that is equally complex and multifaceted; this thesis proposes an approach that 
enables this multiplicity of issues to be addressed by: celebrating the layers 
of progressive weathering and transformation, exposing new contemporary 
structural elements to act in combination with the aging heritage site, allowing 
the reconfiguration of the historic interior planning where appropriate, and 
designing the new lateral bracing intervention to not only achieve the building 
code requirements but to also become a framework for the new planning 
opportunities. 
This thesis explores theories of layering or stratification as a potential means to 
engage with the semi-decayed or semi-demolished heritage sites in New Zealand. 
It recognises that each heritage site evidences differing degrees of weathering 
and therefore should engage this new approach in ways that are appropriate to its 
unique circumstances, while safeguarding the semi-decayed state and preserves 
its exposed layers. This thesis argues that historic value is in fact added to a 
heritage building by safeguarding each layer of its history; this thesis proposes that 
it is in the decay and layering of materials that historic buildings find additional 
meaning and beauty, permitting materials to tell a historical story of their life or 
the lives they have witnessed. Jeremy Gibbs (aka RomanyWG) an urban explorer 
and photographer argues that it is recognition of the history behind decay that 
allows us to feel an intimate connection to those who have occupied the space 
before us; he discusses the visible layers revealed by decay as an expression of life 
(RomanyWG). 
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decay is one that enables the metamorphic qualities of a historic building to be 
witnessed through the exposed layers of time. It then explores the appropriateness 
of intervention versus ‘restoration’ in New Zealand’s built heritage, identifying 
the need to recognise the difference between historic buildings in good condition 
that should continue the process of maintenance, and historic buildings that have 
fallen into disrepair or have been damaged in some way; this thesis argues that 
these historic buildings should be permitted to celebrate their decay as a part of 
their progressive history.  ‘Layer One’ then moves into a discussion of architectural 
theories by Louis Kahn and Carlo Scarpa, exploring their notions of layering, 
stratification, and ruins, employed as methods to engage with heritage buildings. 
It then builds upon theories of Kahn and Scarpa by exploring related theoretical 
imperatives behind the work of installation artist Mary Miss, incorporating Miss’s 
technique of employing structural form to imply architectural space. Finally ‘Layer 
One’ concludes exploring the theoretical side of seismic design discussing the 
application of seismic structure as a form of expressed contemporary ornament, 
to reduce the cost impact of lateral bracing by exposing it as a layer of history.  
‘Layer Two: Assimilating Architecture and Installation Art’ discusses the theoretical 
imperatives and methods behind three contemporary interventions within historic 
buildings: the Castelvecchio in Verona, Warehouse 17C in Madrid, and the Mint 
in Sydney. In addition to architectural examples, this chapter explores relevant 
theoretical imperatives behind installation artists Mary Miss and Ann Hamilton, 
exploring how these artists employ architectural vocabularies to invite the viewer 
to occupy the art as habitable space, employing techniques that suggest space that 
is not bound by the pragmatic and functional nature of ‘rooms’. The notion of 
stratified architectural elements or the process of layering is investigated across 
both the architectural and installation art disciplines establishing parameters for 
the evaluation of the design research case study in‘Layer Five’. 
contemporary design to be derived from seismic strengthening requirements; and 
by retaining the exposed layers of history the intervention will enable visitors to 
understand the continued and evolving story of New Zealand’s historic buildings.
Following the Christchurch earthquakes of 2010-2011 the New Zealand building 
code requirements increased, particularly with regards to strengthening heritage 
buildings. Locally, the Wellington City Council has identified 266 endangered 
buildings in the city and presented them with the ultimatum: to upgrade to meet 
the new seismic requirements or succumb to a mandatory demolition. It has 
become apparent that many owners of heritage sites cannot afford to undertake a 
seismic strengthening project; and as a result New Zealand’s heritage may be lost to 
the forced hand of demolition for fear of potential earthquake damage rather than 
from the natural disaster itself. Thus, this thesis explores theories of architectural 
layering and stratification, incorporating seismic strengthening techniques as 
additional exposed layers. The resulting design research experiment acts as a 
case study to explore the research imperatives of this thesis: a shift in thinking 
to re-evaluate the approach to completely ‘restoring’ 19th-20th century historic 
buildings in New Zealand, and the development of techniques that structurally 
reinforce historic buildings more economically (i.e without concealment) while 
inviting the progressive weathering of the buildings to remain as a testament to 
their history. 
The intention of this thesis is to develop a model for contemporary intervention 
within New Zealand’s heritage fabric which enables heritage buildings to avoid 
demolition due to the costs of increased lateral bracing requirements. 
‘Layer One: History, Theory and Poetic Stratification’ integrates theoretical approaches 
to architectural design, installation art, and structural seismic design to formulate 
and ground the argument for this thesis. ‘Layer One’ (Chapter 1) begins with a 
discussion of the current threat to New Zealand’s built fabric, identifying the 
costly rise in building code requirements for both historic and contemporary 
buildings. It discusses the current legislation drawn from the New Zealand 
ICOMOS Charter and its resulting application on the Category I Historic Shed 13 
in Wellington. ‘Layer One’ then discusses the notion of weathering and decay within 
heritage buildings as a celebrated process that evidences the effect of humans and 
the environment on the built fabric; it argues that the process of weathering or 
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‘Peeling Back: A Retrospective View of the Last Layer’ discusses how well the theoretical 
research and design case study experiments have achieved the goal of developing 
a model for design interventions drawn from structural requirements that are 
responsive to the decay and weathering evident within the site, and how well they 
reflect the histories that have passed through the site boundaries as Time Passes. 
This chapter also discusses the challenges and limitations of the design experiments 
identifying where future research may be conducted. To further the design 
research experiment this chapter introduces an exploration into junctions point 
between the old and the new. It explores the standard steel section to consider 
future alternative steel profiles and detailing methods that are more sympathetic 
to the weathering nature of some of New Zealand’s heritage buildings. 
a note on economics
This thesis does not attempt to provide a cost analysis comparison of the proposed 
seismic intervention against the existing method of seismic strengthening, but 
refers to the economic ‘cost-benefit’ of deriving a design intervention from the 
seismic strengthening required to bring New Zealand’s endangered heritage 
buildings up to the new building code requirements. This thesis argues that the 
new design intervention method provides the owner of a dilapidated heritage 
site with a habitable structural intervention that gives something to the building 
that was not provided for previously, as a means of increasing the cost-benefit of 
seismic strengthening. In the case of the chosen vehicle for this thesis, the design 
intervention derived from the structural system provides a new façade for the 
blighted west elevation of the hotel, opening the building to visitors and park 
dwellers, providing more natural light to the interior and replacing the scarred 
and frequently graffitied west façade of the historic hotel. These improvements 
are referred to in this thesis in terms of ‘cost-benefit’ and ‘economic advantages.
‘Layer Three: Contextual Heritage’. In order to establish the critical architectural 
problem addressed by this thesis, ‘Layer Three: Contextual heritage’ (Chapter 3) 
presents diagrams and mapping tools that investigate the threat of earthquakes 
on Wellington’s built heritage. This chapter provides evidence for the research 
imperatives of this thesis through the evaluation Wellington’s wider heritage fabric; 
it then evaluates the specific conditions within the site chosen for the design case 
study, the Albemarle Hotel. An evaluation of the heritage qualities and existing 
conditions of the Albemarle is conveyed through drawings and photographs. 
‘Layer Four: Programmatic Explorations’ identifies the relocation of the New Zealand 
Historic Places Trust (NZHPT) regional office to the Albemarle Hotel as an 
appropriate new program to inhabit the historic site and design intervention 
within the context of the research imperatives. This chapter includes a spatial 
analysis of the existing program and identifies the need for more public interaction 
with the staff and the historic building.  ‘Layer Four’ (Chapter 4) then analyses 
how the existing conditions and material qualities within the Albemarle might be 
integrated with the design research experiments to facilitate the new program.
‘Layer Five: An Exploration of Contemporary Layers’ discusses the design research 
experiment for this thesis. It is intended as an exemplar for contemporary 
structural intervention within New Zealand’s heritage fabric, as an example of 
a design intervention derived from a seismic strengthening project that provides 
important additions to the existing building that were not previously there. In the 
case of this thesis the design research case study provides seismic resistance for the 
Albemarle Hotel whilst simultaneously providing a new façade for its blighted west 
elevation facing Glover Park and disabled access to all levels of the historic hotel. 
This chapter reinforces the argument that each heritage site should be evaluated 
for the qualities evident within the specific site and the intervention approach 
should be strategized around those conditions; it argues for the celebration of 
decay within appropriately weathered historic sites, and design interventions 
drawn from seismic requirements that facilitate the celebration of that decay and 
the witnessing of the past. 
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I n order to establish an appropriate approach to the design research question this chapter explores theoretical opportunities for integrating contemporary 
structural reinforcing elements within earthquake-prone historic buildings in ways 
that enhance the viability of the building, while inviting the new additions and the 
progressive weathering of a building to both remain visible as a testament to its 
history. Reflections on theories by Carlo Scarpa, Louis Kahn and installation artist 
Mary Miss enable this thesis to formulate an approach to the complex problems 
facing New Zealand’s Historic buildings that is equally multifaceted and improves 
the economic viability of restoring these buildings.  
"Whatever else may perish and disappear, what 
lies here is steadfast. Here one might say to 
those sliding lights, those fumbling airs that 
breathe and bend over the bed itself, here you 
can neither touch nor destroy."
ViRginia woolF, to the lighthouse (time passes, 2)
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This thesis contributes to the discourse of heritage architecture and theory in 
New Zealand through the recognition that:
1. Weathering, remnants of decay, and signs of a building’s on-going 
evolution can be retained as important layers signifying the history of the building
2. Lateral bracing is yet another layer of historic relevance, inviting 
exposure and celebration, and 
3. Lateral bracing can encourage cost-effective contemporary open 
planning capabilities in the interiors, thereby facilitating new use and ultimately 
further protecting New Zealand’s built heritage from demolition.
intRoduction
This chapter explores theoretical imperatives that might guide the seemingly 
contradictory requirements of heritage restoration and contemporary 
intervention in order to establish an appropriate and integrated approach to 
interventions within New Zealand’s historic buildings. This thesis challenges 
the current approaches to renovating 19th-20th century historic buildings in 
New Zealand, which typically take a costly approach of fully restoring them to 
their original condition. This traditional attitude towards historic ‘restoration’ 
makes it extremely difficult to effectively integrate the additional structural 
elements necessary for earthquake bracing.  This thesis explores techniques that 
structurally reinforce historic buildings in ways that reflect the layering of both 
historic and contemporary building materials. ‘Layering’ is explored as a design 
approach to incorporate the contemporary with the historic as an additional layer 
of exposed history, thereby further exposing the layers of history evident within 
New Zealand’s historic buildings. This chapter begins with the evaluation of the 
current approach to historic buildings and sites in New Zealand, introducing 
the newfound threat faced by historic buildings due to the rise in building code 
requirements. This chapter then explores a case study of a seismic intervention 
and interior spatial design intervention within the Category I historic Shed 13 
in Wellington as an example of a new approach to heritage buildings in New 
Zealand that effectively enables the addition of exposed earthquake strengthening 
elements. 
In order to establish alternative methods of viably incorporating new elements 
into New Zealand’s historic sites, the related work of Louis Kahn, Carlo Scarpa 
and Mary Miss are reviewed to explore approaches that engage with the notions 
of layering and the celebration of the ‘ruin’ or the decaying nature of architectural 
sites. It considers the work of these three theorists in developing a foundation for 
the hypothesis that architecture can be enhanced by revealing its levels of decay, 
rather than requiring expensive methods to remove the decay. Kahn and Scarpa’s 
methods are investigated as a means of considering approaches to such sites that 
avoid simply restoring them to the original condition and to establish methods 
of creating contemporary space that reflects and implicates historical meaning; 
similarly the methods of installation artist Mary Miss are investigated to explore 
the relationship between the viewer and the ephemeral nature of the weathered 
heritage site. 
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addition to the Charter for ‘Risk Mitigation’, highlighting the opportunity this 
provides for contemporary design interventions within New Zealand’s heritage 
buildings. 
In 1964, the Second International Congress of Architects and Specialists of 
Historic Buildings adopted 15 resolutions of which the first resolution was 
the Venice Charter and the second was the creation of the ICOMOS, a non-
governmental organization responsible for the preservation of the world’s heritage 
sites. ICOMOS New Zealand was established in 1987, and in 1992 the ICOMOS 
New Zealand Charter was developed and most recently revised in 2010 to include 
‘Risk Mitigation’. The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter is a set of guidelines for 
the practice of cultural and heritage conservation, produced specifically for New 
Zealand’s sites of historic value. These include places of significance to Tangata 
Whenua and Maori, cities of built heritage, cultural landscapes, buildings and 
structures and significant heritage notable trees. The New Zealand Historic Places 
Trust (NZHPT), the Ministry of Culture and Heritage, and the Department of 
Conservation reinforce the Charter, and local district plans reflect principles from 
within the Charter to ensure the preservation of New Zealand’s heritage. These 
organizations have established the importance of heritage conservation as a means 
of preserving our cultural heritage value (ICOMOS New Zealand). 
The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter establishes guidelines designed to protect 
New Zealand’s heritage for the appreciation of generations to come. The Charter 
is designed as a benchmark for those working with heritage sites and is written 
to allow for flexibility. The Charter understands that in some cases change, 
intervention or adaption is appropriate in places of historic value. In most sections 
the Charter suggests the ideal situation, but acknowledges that it is not always 
possible and offers alternatives to allow for the incorporation of things such as 
structure, contemporary design and change of use, without compromising the 
heritage value. For example Section Six of the Charter is concerned with heritage 
intervention; Section Six’s first suggestion is that “Intervention[s] should be the 
minimum necessary to ensure the retention of tangible and intangible values 
and the continuation of uses integral to those values”(ICOMOS NZ, 'ICOMOS 
New Zealand Charter' 3). The second recommendation is that “The removal of 
fabric or the alteration of features and spaces that have cultural heritage value 
should be avoided” (ICOMOS NZ, 'ICOMOS New Zealand Charter' 3), however 
the Charter understands that intervention is sometimes inevitable and does not 
strictly prevent it. 
histoRy 
Due to New Zealand’s increase in earthquake awareness, many of our earthquake-
prone heritage buildings are in danger of being demolished because the 
owners cannot afford to re-strengthen their heritage properties. In May 2012 
Wellington’s buildings were examined using the Wellington City Council’s Initial 
Evaluation Process (IEP); the findings of this process concluded that Wellington 
has 266 commercial, public and large multi-storey residential properties that 
are earthquake prone. Under the Wellington City Council’s Earthquake Prone 
Buildings Policy of 2009 these properties must be strengthened in an assigned 
timeframe between 1-20 years, the most vulnerable of which have already been 
evacuated until this process has been completed. It has become evident that we 
no longer have the option of keeping our heritage buildings maintained with just 
fresh plaster and paint; the Building Act (2004) now requires contemporary lateral 
bracing interventions to be added to our historic buildings in order to protect 
them and their occupants in the event of an earthquake (Wellington City Council 
‘Earthquake-prone Buildings’). 
This thesis explores more cost effective types of structural interventions that 
can achieve the legislated goals, by exposing the new structure along with the 
exposed layers of weathering, thereby portraying the on-going metamorphosis of 
New Zealand’s historic sites. It investigates contemporary structural interventions 
that have the ability to strengthen our historic sites, inviting the structural 
interventions to provide a new programmatic planning capability that might 
enhance the historic buildings’ capacities to become a profitable asset once more. 
The aim of this thesis is to explore seismic interventions that will balance the 
cost-benefit dilemma faced by historic building owners, by allowing the historic 
sites to expose their historic evolution and transformations over time. 
heRitage authoRities and the icomos new Zealand 
chaRteR
This section analyses the ICOMOS (International Council On Monuments and 
Sites) New Zealand Charter, a set of guidelines for engaging with buildings and 
sites of cultural and heritage significance. This section discusses the sections of 
the New Zealand Charter that relate to contemporary adaption and intervention, 
identifying the fact that the Charter’s ideal approach to conservation is not always 
affordable for all New Zealand’s historic sites. This section explores the recent 
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eValuating the appRopRiateness oF design inteRVentions 
within wellington 
This section acknowledges that the most appropriate response to a site of cultural 
and heritage value should be directly related to the history and conditions evident 
within the unique site. As New Zealand’s places of cultural and heritage value 
are young on a world scale, this thesis explores theorists from Australia who have 
recently voiced their opinions against the ‘Burra Charter’, the Australian version 
of the ICOMOS Charter. This thesis evaluates these concerns in relation to the 
New Zealand ICOMOS Charter. 
The Burra Charter for places of cultural significance in Australia is similar to the 
New Zealand ICOMOS Charter; both charters relate to the unique nature of each 
country, and both Charters have adopted a philosophy of pertaining to places not 
just of heritage value but also places of significance to ‘cultural heritage value’. 
The Barra Charter identifies “all types of places of cultural significance including 
natural, indigenous and historic places with cultural values” (Australia ICOMOS 
1) and the New Zealand ICOMOS Charter identifies itself as relating to “cultural 
landscapes and features, buildings and structures, gardens and archaeological 
sites, traditional sites, monuments and sacred places” (ICOMOS New Zealand, 
ICOMOS New Zealand Charter). It can be assumed that the issues and theoretical 
responses to the Barra Charter in Australia are potentially relevant to the places of 
cultural heritage value in New Zealand. 
Many owners of heritage buildings have begun to consider demolition over 
restoration because of the cost-benefit disjunction. For example, the Dominion 
Post published an article on the 15th of October 2012 which detailed the decision 
to demolish the Riddiford Building at Wellington Hospital rather than upgrading 
the complex; this decision was made because the 4 million dollar cost of re-
strengthening the building is not expected to be returned within the 5 years it 
would be available as housing (its new program); this is also the case for Erskine 
College in Island Bay and the Harcourts Building in Wellington (McBride 23.03.12, 
McBride 02.09.12, Torrie). The 266 earthquake-prone buildings identified under 
Wellington City Council’s IEP process are also facing this decision. 
Section Eight describes the use of heritage sites and the importance of 
maintaining the original use: “Where the use of a place is integral to its cultural 
heritage value, that use should be retained” (ICOMOS NZ, 'ICOMOS New 
Zealand Charter' 3). Again the option to work with adaption is facilitated; 
the charter states, “Where a change of use is proposed, the new use should be 
compatible with the cultural heritage value of the place, and should have little 
or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value” (ICOMOS NZ, 'ICOMOS 
New Zealand Charter 3'). Section Eight is particularly important to this thesis 
as it aims to enable history to be observed within the context of a new use. 
Section Twenty-one details the guidelines of adaptations in heritage spaces. 
The Charter states that adaptations are permitted; however adaptations should 
be minimal and must be reversible, leaving no permanent trace on the heritage 
element. 
“Any alterations or adaptations should be compatible with the 
original form and fabric of the place, and should avoid inappropriate 
or incompatible contrasts of form, scale, mass, colour, and material. 
Adaptation should not dominate or substantially obscure the original 
form and fabric, and should not adversely affect the setting of a place 
of cultural heritage value. New work should complement the original 
form and fabric”(ICOMOS NZ, 'ICOMOS New Zealand Charter' 7).
On the 4th of September 2010, the Charter was amended to include ‘risk 
mitigation’ to safeguard against natural disasters; however these revisions are 
subject to the previous guidelines such as minimal impact (ICOMOS NZ, 
'ICOMOS New Zealand Charter'). The Charter provides guidelines for every 
aspect of adaption and intervention, potentially restricting the prospect of 
contemporary design within some heritage sites. The Carter does not see 
adaptation, change of use, or intervention as positive contributors to the history 
of heritage sites in New Zealand; however it does allow for such changes 
provided that they can be achieved without destroying the heritage value of the 
site (Jahn). This thesis argues that with the vast destruction of historic sites in the 
Christchurch earthquakes of 2010-11, a vitally important opportunity has arisen 
to allow contemporary architects to engage with the vulnerable heritage sites. The 
increase in strengthening requirements of the revised building code, now requires 
that these sites be structurally engaged to secure their survival and the protection 
of those who occupy them. 
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case study: shed 13, 37 
customhouse Quay, wellington
This section explores the seismic and spatial 
intervention within the Category I historic 
Shed 13 at 37 Customhouse Quay, which 
successfully exposes the new seismic structure 
as well as using that structure to enable new 
programming (See Fig. 11). This section 
analyses the methods used to strengthen the 
potentially vulnerable shed by CCM Architects 
and Ian Bowman, and the methods used to 
create a new design and spatial intervention 
within the existing space by Alistar Cox 
Architects. 
This example identifies the problem that 
many of Wellington’s historic buildings have 
become programmatically obsolete, and their 
restoration to the original program may not 
provide an economical return for the building 
owner; this section argues that one solution to 
the cost-benefit issue lies in the introduction 
of a structural intervention that has the ability 
to engage a contemporary program within the 
historic site, thereby economically using one 
new requirement to resolve another. 
Shed 13 houses one of Wellington’s most recent 
contemporary interventions. The historic shed 
was built in 1904 along with Shed 11; the twin 
sheds were designed as storage units running 
parallel to the shoreline in a characteristic 
Dutch Colonial style. In the early 2000s the 
Wellington City Council made the decision 
to re-strengthen Shed 13, in preparation 
for its reuse (New Zealand Historic Places 
Fig. 11 shed 13 wellington. FiRst built 1904, stRengthened 2000
Fig. 12 shed 13 stRengthening pRoject by ccm aRchitects & ian 
bowman
In some cases architects and heritage building 
owners are forced to balance the ethical 
commitment to retaining new Zealand’s 
heritage and the economical dilemma of 
structurally reinforcing vulnerable historic 
buildings to resist earthquake damage. Figure 
9 & 10 show the Bresolini’s Building on Tory 
Street in Wellington that has been partially 
demolished leaving only the street façade as 
a representative of the historic building that 
used to occupy the site. Jennifer Hill, heritage 
consultant and member of the RAIA Heritage 
Committee, argues that this move to retain 
only the street façade is morally and ethically 
questionable. 
She writes: “The recent trend to 
retain remnants of representative 
public buildings under the guise of 
heritage protection, when really they 
act as no more than a base for high-
rise development, can be revealed 
as intellectually and conceptually 
questionable” (65).
This thesis proposes that it is not only the 
façade of New Zealand’s heritage buildings 
that provides its connection to history; the 
connection also lies in the ability to witness 
the exposed layers within our historic sites that 
enable us to have a tangible relationship with 
history, the building’s on-going changes, and 
the people who have gone before us. 
Fig. 9 bResolinii's building 106-112 toRy stReet wellington
Fig. 10 bResolinii's building Retaining the Facade  
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The intervention praised by the New Zealand Institute of Architects (NZIA) and 
NZHPT for returning the shed to its original use, also subtly introduces new 
contemporary office space that appears to float above the factory floor, with 
access via a single timber stair running down the heritage brick wall (Gorrie). 
The intervention enables the original program to be retained while the new 
earthquake structure is invited to suspend the new program above. This validates 
the idea of revealing the bracing, and using the bracing to enable new program.
theoRy & poetic stRatiFication
This section explores the ‘beauty of decay’ or the weathering of a building as a 
positive process that evidences a building’s life over time. It explores the concept 
that in some cases the imprints of the environment and human presence on a 
building’s surface can be a positive attribute. This section investigates how the 
decay or weathering of a historic building can become a tool used to reveal the 
activities a building or surface has witnessed. 
decay, weatheRing & weaR 
This thesis argues that the weathering or the aging of a building should not be 
hidden or removed, but revealed and celebrated; this movement to celebrate the 
effects of time challenges the traditional subjective notion of beauty. According 
to urban explorer Jeremy Gibbs (aka RomanyWG), beauty need not always 
be concerned with pristine, contemporary and elegant spaces, but something 
that recognizes eternal beauty over a singular and preserved moment in time 
(RomanyWG). He argues in his book Beauty of Decay that this decay we find 
beautiful is a means of revealing the soul of a building, expressing its life over 
time. Gibbs quotes author and photographer Julie Shiel, “I find beauty in decay. 
I like to see nature conquering what man has left. I believe that old buildings 
have a soul, and when I photograph these places I try to capture a piece of that 
soul” (RomanyWG). Gibbs’s discussion of the beauty of decay is supported by 
Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow, authors of On Weathering, who argue that the 
traditional negative connotation associated with decay is removed when the word 
decay is substituted with ‘weathering’. They call for the celebration of weathering, 
claiming that weathering is a part of a building’s continual metamorphosis, 
evidencing the effect of the environment on a building’s surface. 
Trust Pouhere Taonga). CCM Architects in 
collaboration with Conservation Architect 
Ian Bowman were commissioned for the 
structural refurbishment (CCM Architects). 
The strengthening project includes six primary 
frames with post tensioned concrete columns 
cantilevering from the concrete foundation 
below; in addition capping trusses were placed 
running along the top of the exterior walls, 
running the perimeter of the building. The 
existing roof truss system was left in its original 
condition as it displayed sufficient connection 
strength to resist lateral load. The re-
strengthening project is an effective and subtle 
intervention; the concrete columns clearly 
identify themselves as new from the historic 
brick, and the additional capping truss disguises 
itself amongst the resilient timber roof truss 
system, allowing the historic shed’s interior 
aesthetic to remain dominant (Cattanach et al. 
8) (See Fig. 13).  
The new design intervention within the historic 
shed, completed in early 2012, by Alistar Cox 
Architects, returns Shed 13 to its use as a 
storage shed and the headquarters for the Mojo 
Coffee cartel  (Gorrie). In accordance with the 
requirements by the Wellington City Council, 
the Mojo factory remains open to the public 
whilst simultaneously roasting and storing 
coffee beans. The contemporary intervention 
consists of two white ‘boxes’ suspended above 
the factory (See Fig. 12) housing the offices and 
boardrooms for the Mojo organisation. 
Fig. 13 shed 13 inteRioR by alistaR coX aRchitects
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The catalogue draws our attention to the connections of the French words for 
user, use and wear. 
In her article, “Six Degrees of Intervention”, Jennifer Hill builds upon the notion 
of weathering, both man-made and environmental, when she argues for the 
protection of the layers of history evident in spaces of heritage value. Hill 
describes this evidencing of weathering or impressions of life as an integral part 
of a building’s historical evolution. She postulates that historic buildings should 
be permitted to evidence the history they have witnessed over time, employing 
an architectural layering system as a descriptive tool. She writes, “The history 
of most buildings is a process of metamorphosis in which every transformation 
alters our historical interpretation and those transformations of their period also 
become parts of the history of the building” (64).
This thesis argues that Rotor’s theories on wear and use, Stevens’s theory 
of evidencing human presence as ‘wear’, Hill’s advocacy for weathering and 
layering, and the concepts of environmental weathering explored by Mostafavi 
and Leatherbarrow, are all ideas capable of adding a positive imprint to some 
historical sites within New Zealand. This thesis explores the ideas of layering, 
wear, weathering and the notion of the ‘beauty of decay’, as viable alternatives to 
New Zealand’s current approach to fully ‘restoring’ 19th-20th century buildings 
to their original condition.
Authors such as Jennifer Hill, Susan Macdonald (Assistant Director of the New 
South Wales Heritage Office), Graham Jahn (architect and former chairman of the 
City of Sydney Planning Committee) and several practicing architects in Australia 
have voiced their opinions on the need for an evaluation of the approach to places 
of heritage value. Their articles in The Double Dimension: Heritage and Innovation 
argue that the Charter is not the only way to protect heritage sites. Jahn describes 
the loose-fitting Charter in his article ‘Making Room for Tomorrow’s Heritage’ as a 
hindrance to contemporary design (201) Jahn argues that heritage authorities are 
not only preventing contemporary design for the appreciation of the public in this 
generation, but also depriving the future generations of their heritage (Jahn 211)
(Clare). 
Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow describe this process as one that should be 
recognized and exploited; they describe the weathering of a building as inevitable, 
and a process that should be witnessed by the public not hidden. Mostafavi 
and Leatherbarrow refer largely to the exterior of a building when they write 
about weathering, maintaining that “In the process of subtracting the ‘finish’ of 
construction, weathering adds the ‘finish’ of the environment” (5). Their argument 
for the exploitation of decay, allows for the pragmatics of maintenance (required 
for safety and climatic comfort for those occupying historic sites), but argues that 
surface decay should be celebrated. 
The notion of positive attributes of decay and weathering is not limited to the 
architecture discipline; Ross Stevens, lecturer at Victoria University of Wellington 
School of Design, argues in his Master’s thesis Worn Out or Worn In?, for the 
evidencing of the human presence in industrial design. And although Stevens’s 
argument is founded in a different discipline the same ideas can be applied to 
architecture. Stevens claims that weathering is the process of wearing-in an object 
rather than wearing-out. 
Stevens argues, “These human powered wear patterns form evidence 
of a person’s relationship with the physical world and tangible proof 
of the person’s existence. By denying the environment the chance to 
add a site-specific finish to a building an opportunity is lost. By denying 
people the right and ability to leave evidence created by wear in their 
products, the very meaning and value of a person’s existence is put to 
question” (10). 
In the 2010 Venice Architecture Biennale, the Belgian Pavilion exhibition 
designed by the group Rotor was devoted to architectural ‘wear’ as art, 
exploring similar notions to that discussed by Stevens in his thesis Worn Out or 
Worn In?. The Rotor exhibition titled Usus/Usures (Use/Wear) argues that 
‘wear’ is a reflection of ‘use’ and should be expressed both in architecture and 
on ‘goods’ or products; the Usus/Usures catalogue explains: “As a trace of use, 
wear reminds us that most of the time other users have gone before us, and still 
more will follow. In some cases, wear even provides a valuable clue as to the 
nature of these users. In this sense, traces of wear play a vital part in our ability 
to read our environment and, by extension, appreciate it” (Boniver et al. 17). 
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Hill further deliberates that by permitting the layers of history to remain in 
heritage sites such as the Female Orphan School, the intervention becomes more 
cost-effective than complete ‘restoration’. She writes, “The completed project 
enjoys an archaeological richness of layering not achievable through the veneer of 
the more costly restoration option” (67). 
Both Jahn and Hill argue that the events of today will be the history of the next 
generation. Although, the heritage authorities are acting according to their 
guidelines to “support the on-going meanings and functions of places of cultural 
heritage value, in the interests of present and future generations” (ICOMOS New 
Zealand, ICOMOS New Zealand Charter 3), Jahn and Hill are showcasing the 
contradiction - that the restrictions of the heritage authorities are altering the rep-
resentation of built heritage, preventing future generations from the opportunity 
to appreciate the adaptive and collaborative architectural move of this generation, 
which will in turn become our history. This thesis aligns with Hill’s argument that 
the complete ‘restoration’ of a heritage site is not only a more expensive approach 
but also actively eradicates layers of history evident within some heritage sites.  
The ICOMOS NZ Charter and the Barra Charter of Australia state that a close 
relation to history/heritage gives a community the ability to learn from the past 
and compare its current achievements to those which have gone before (ICO-
MOS New Zealand, ‘About ICOMOS’). Jahn and Hill are united in their opinion 
that heritage authorities are creating an idealistic representation of historic sites, 
describing it as a “fake history” (Hill 65). Restoration and reconstruction of a 
heritage building is identified in both the charters as important, to ensure that the 
built heritage is maintained and continued for appreciation in the future. In Jahn 
and Hill’s opinion, the charter fails to see that in some cases restoring buildings 
as they age is actively extracting layers of history that contribute positively to the 
architectural aging of that building. Hill describes deterioration of the built form 
as an integral part of its history; she quotes Laura Lilli stating, 
“There is evidence that current assessment practice is ensuring that 
tomorrow’s landmarks, unique designs, and exceptional projects cannot 
be built, depriving future generations of the heritage possibilities of this 
generation” (Jahn 211).
His position is that the evolving history of a site is just as important as the original 
history, and unless we recognize this factor, we risk the loss of significant heritage 
elements from within our built environment. This thesis argues that this position 
invites significant new approaches incorporating the addition of new elements 
as contemporary requirements for heritage sites in New Zealand such as lateral 
bracing, disabled access ways, and secondary fire escapes.  
Jennifer Hill, author of the article ‘Six Degrees of Intervention’ agrees with Jahn’s 
stance that contemporary intervention is a positive move for historic places. 
She writes, “Every transformation alters our historical interpretation and those 
transformations of their period also become parts of the history of the building” 
(64). Hill is a strong advocate for intervention over restoration; she discusses the 
layering of buildings as a positive metamorphosis, which adds to the history of 
the site and community. Hill discusses this process with reference to the Female 
Orphan School at Rydalmere, Sydney: 
“While continuity of use was no longer achievable, the 190-year 
history of the building was easily discernible in the remaining fabric. 
There was an active decision to allow 190 years of layers to co-exist 
and not to return to a particular point in time therefore requiring a 
degree of judgment in presentation. The appearance of a multiplicity of 
layers involved both the demolition and reconstruction of these layers. 
Later additions, which obscured part of the original 1813 building and 
showed no appreciation of the building’s significance were removed. 
The northeast wall was reconstructed with carefully matched bricks 
and mortar to the original specifications. Wall finishes revealed the 
variety of paint schemes from 1813 to the 2920s” (67). 
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•	 Approach	03-	identifies	zones	within	heritage	sites	that	have	little	or	no	heritage	value	
or have been damaged beyond repair such as through significant water infiltration or partial 
demolition due to previous alterations. 
Within these three approaches, the level of intervention should also be evaluated depending 
on the site, determining which elements should be preserved and which areas of decay should 
be celebrated so that the historic nature of the site is not lost to the intervention; but both 
contemporary and historic elements can work together to support the physical and ephemeral 
journey of the historical site. This thesis grounds itself in the call for this new integration of 
maintenance, restoration and additional contemporary elements, and the celebration of 
weathering and decay evident within some of New Zealand’s dilapidated heritage sites.  Design 
opportunities are explored by structural interventions that enable and enhance the habitability 
of New Zealand’s historic sites, allowing them to become economically and programmatically 
viable in the 21st century.
This thesis maintains that the degrees and types of weathering and decay suggest the appropri-
ateness of the type of ‘renovation’ to be applied. The chart below suggests a method of defining 
an appropriate response to New Zealand’s heritage buildings. 
Fig. 14 classiFication chaRt FoR identiFying appRopRiate appRoaches to heRitage buildings
Classification Degree and Type of Weathering / Decay Type of Restoration 
C1 Little or no weathering or decay. Full restoration of the original historic 
conditions. 
C2 Mankind-related decay from partial 
demolition; and / or 
History-related decay from exposure of 
overlapping conditions. 
Retention of the transforming, layered 
conditions; 
integration of historic and new. 
C3 Weather-related decay from water infiltration 
or previous alterations.  
Transformation into completely new / 
contemporary. 
	  
“Time does not diminish the sensitivity of the lines on the works of the 
past, in the same way as the wrinkles on the face of an ageing human 
being do not destroy the intensity of the expression. Restoration means 
adding a deadly veneer; a senseless face lift; at most, a death mask” (Hill 
65).
This thesis argues that neither restoration nor intervention is an inappropriate 
approach to heritage buildings; but suggests that there needs to be an in-depth 
evaluation of each heritage site before a contemporary intervention can be made. 
It argues that different degrees of restoration and contemporary intervention 
can both be appropriately implicated within New Zealand’s heritage sites as a 
means of witnessing and expressing their history. This thesis proposes an approach 
that identifies three contemporary forms of ‘renovation’, each of which may be 
applied to varying degrees as relevant to a particular building: full restoration of 
original historic conditions, retention of transforming layered conditions i.e the 
integration of historic and new, and the transformation into completely new / 
contemporary space. 
•	 Approach	01	suggests	that	if	the	heritage	site	(or	zone	within	a	heritage	
site) is in a very good condition, then that site should continue to be maintained 
and restored for the appropriate use. Where the building code requires a structural 
intervention or secondary strengthening, the structural intervention has the 
potential to identify itself without adversely disrupting the cultural heritage value 
of the space. 
•	 Approach	 02	 identifies	 heritage	 sites	 (or	 zones	 within	 a	 heritage	 site)	
that have fallen into costly disrepair or evidence multiple layers of relevant 
history; these should be seen as having opportunities to engage with the decay 
and weathered elements as a means of revealing the stories that the site has 
witnessed over time, enabling the decay to be celebrated as a beautiful aspect of 
that building’s history. 
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It was not until Kahn’s exploration of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies 
in San Diego, California, that he fully developed the independent nature of the 
exterior ‘ruin’: 
“Although Kahn spoke of Luanda as ‘ruins wrapped around buildings’, 
it was at the Salk that he truly accomplished this: fully exterior and 
independent cylindrical ruins wrap around cubic inhabitable space, 
and cubic ruins wrap around cylindrical inhabited space. These are the 
perfect geometries of square within circle and circle within square, 
repeated thousands of times from Vitruvius through the Middle Ages 
and the Renaissance” (Larson et al. 67).
Drawing from the geometries of circles and squares, Kahn recreated these ideals 
with formal design intentions; his work clearly identifies with the notion of ‘ruins’ 
without reproducing them. Kahn represents his love for the great Roman ruins 
by emulating the plans and formal geometries, but translates them into thinner 
materials. One of the most interesting aspects of Kahn’s work is the fact that he 
was predominantly interested in the ‘grey’ zone between the ruin and the building, 
a common theme explored by other theorists and installation artists discussed in 
this thesis who engage layering as a means of exposing history. 
“Stratification is a system which, by means of two-dimensional, 
add-on elements, conveys a multi-layered complexity that allows 
narrative (memorative) or formal subject matter to become operative 
simultaneously. This principle of layering informs the aesthetics of 
many 20th and 21st century architects” ( Schultz 7).
Architect and theorist, Carlo Scarpa used the approach of stratification or layering 
as a means of integrating contemporary interventions into historic sites. Scarpa’s 
work visibly exposes the sedimentation and layering of materials through this 
process; he divulges the layers of time and meaning within space. Scarpa’s renovation 
of the Castelvecchio Museum in Verona is an example how an intervention can be 
stratified to reveal the layers of time and history; Scarpa adds new layers to the 
existing historic site in such a way, that whilst in the space you become aware 
that each layer of history is a contributor to the holistic experience of the space. 
histoRical layeRing oR stRatiFication 
This section explores theories of layering or stratification as a tool to evidence 
the evolving life of a historic building or site. It explores the opportunity that 
contemporary intervention holds to brace and protect the multiplicity of 
layers evident within some historical sites. This section explores the theoretical 
imperatives behind the works of architects and theorists who clearly identify and 
engage the collaboration of historical and contemporary layers as an approach 
that establishes an important discourse between the elements on a site both old 
and new. Layering or stratification as a tool can be implicated within the design 
experiments of this thesis to evidence past and present history and enable a 
contemporary program within the historic hotel, as well as means of resolving 
contemporary problems buildings and occupiers face. 
“So therefore I thought of the beauty of ruins, of things which nothing 
leaves behind, and so I thought of wrapping ruins around buildings; you 
might say encasing a building in a ruin so that you look through the wall 
which has its apertures as if by accident. I felt this would be an answer 
to the glare problem” (Lois Kahn as quoted in Larson et al. 38). 
Louis Kahn’s body of work and theoretical imperatives clearly engage with the 
notion of layering; his work integrates design techniques with formal gestures 
taken from the ancient precedents he witnessed, particularly the ruins of Italy, 
Greece, and India. Throughout his life Kahn explored many related theories 
including the notion of ‘wrapping ruins around buildings’, which was initially 
explored in his unbuilt project for the U.S. Consulate in Luanda, Angola (Larson 
et al. 67). One of Kahn’s many applications of this theory of adding new layers 
was as a mechanism to solve the problem of sun glare which he observed in 
Africa; Kahn designed sixteen detached wall segments or ‘ruins’ to wrap around 
the building, approximately eight feet from the consulate offices, creating a ‘grey 
zone’ or the ‘in-between’ space that separates the ‘ruin’ and the building. 
“Kahn intended light to enter this intermediate exterior zone between 
building and ‘ruin’, where it would reflect, soften, and scatter. Between 
black and white, this grey zone would allow the eyes to make a 
comfortable transition from the relatively dark interior to the brilliant 
light of the arid land beyond” (Larson et al. 41).
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Although Scarpa’s renovation of the Castelvecchio (1956-1964) occurred nearly 
50 years ago, his method of stratification is being called upon in a contemporary 
sense by Jennifer Hill. Hill argues for architects and heritage authorities to return 
to methods of design and practice that allow historic architecture to have its own 
voice, and speak of the histories it has witnessed rather than removing layers or 
strata that evidence history, to preserve the architecture and memories associated 
with a particular period of time (Hill 63). 
habitable installation aRt 
To develop new approaches to contemporary spatial design that is reflective of the 
histories evident within a site, the theoretical imperatives and methods employed 
by installation artist Mary Miss are explored in this section; this section discusses 
Mary Miss’s use of architecture as a medium from which she creates sculptural 
installations that blur the boundary between the habitable and uninhabitable, and 
the new and the historic; it discusses how Miss’s sculptural approach to layering 
and ephemeral space can be tested in the design chapter of this thesis as a method 
to engage the structural intervention as a space-defining tool. 
Mary Miss builds upon the theories of Kahn and Scarpa by starting with the 
notion of the layer, the broken, and the ephemeral nature of space; she does not 
work with existing historic structures but implicates historical meaning through 
her installations by suggesting the notion of habitation. Miss is interested in the 
interaction between the viewer and the constructed form; to her art is no longer 
about a singular object caged in the architectural vehicle of the gallery, where one 
stares at the object in order to find meaning. Her work creates its own ‘canvas’ or 
means of presenting itself, using landscape and architectural vocabularies, Miss 
creates an envelope that the viewer enters as a part of the emotional and physical 
experience of unveiling her work to the viewer. She creates the notion of being 
‘inside’ the installation both physically and emotionally (Zapatka and Miss 8).
Scarpa’s work explores spatial layering which defines the space between layers, 
and material layering whereby layers directly touch each other to make one 
complex, but are still recognized as individual layers or strata (Schultz 10). Scarpa 
reconfigures the existing space so that it reveals the layers applied at different 
periods of time to formulate a link between the past and present, revealing the 
chronological events of time that have occurred in that space; Scarpa lays bare the 
development and rich history of the Castelvecchio through stratification (Schultz 
16). Scarpa’s drawings embody his idea of stratification: “Often ground planes, 
cross sections, and elevations are found on a plan sketched above and inside each 
other. The complexity of the drawings is emphasized by the use of different-
colored pencils. As though on a palimpsest, erased, earlier versions often exist one 
on top of the other, making it possible to see the formative process” (Schultz 18) 
leaving traces of “nervous marks” and “deep incised marks” to make the drawing a 
descriptive process of thought (Schultz 18). 
Examples of ‘structure as a layer’ can be found in Scarpa’s renovation of the 
Castelvecchio, Scarpa uses the joint or connection to express his stratified 
architecture. To accentuate the junction point of the original beams, Scarpa placed 
news beams below the existing beams, which signal the absence of a column that 
was removed to allow for circulation within the space (Frampton 309). 
“By establishing the point of the absent column, the cylindrical hinged 
joint between the concrete and steel, ostensibly introduced in order to 
allow for differential movement, [this] was as crucial to the articulation 
of the space as the built-up character of the steel joist” (Frampton 309). 
Scarpa exposes the steel beams as an integrated part of the design; he suggests that 
by using the structure as a part of a system of stratum that articulates the space, 
it tells the story of the absent column and the difference between the historic and 
contemporary structural systems, using the architectural layers to communicate 
the history of the site.
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this thesis to explore how the physical experience of Miss’s installations, can be 
achieved along with a function that both structurally and pragmatically engages 
with New Zealand’s endangered historic buildings. Both Miss and Scarpa’s related 
works are further explored in ‘Layer Two: Assimilating Architecture and Installation 
Art’.
stRuctuRal design as a layeR 
In order to establish how lateral seismic bracing might become another exposed 
layer of contemporary history openly expressed within New Zealand’s weathering 
heritage buildings, this section analyses structure as an integral part of a stratified 
system of layers employed by architects to enrich historical sites as a protective 
and space-defining tool. This section explores the application of seismic resisting 
structure within a historic building as a form of contemporary ‘ornamentation’. 
As a case study, it evaluates methods proposed by engineers in collaboration 
with theorists to strengthen the historic Turnbull House at 11 Bowen Street in 
Wellington, whilst simultaneously inviting the structural layer to act as a current 
layer, or layer of the present in the timeline of history. 
Structural engineer and Associate Professor Andrew Charleson argues that 
structure is often employed as an after-thought when achieving an architectural 
concept (Charleson 9). In his book Seismic Design for Architects Charleson argues 
that structure can posses design merit as well as structural resistance. He argues 
that structure has the ability to enrich architecture as a space-defining tool, 
and should be employed as a mechanism to contribute to the architectural 
concept, not purely act as a support system (Charleson 9). He claims, “Structure 
no longer remains silent but has a voice to be heard” (Charleson 15). The 
collaborative book Moments of Resistance by Taylor, Preston, Hartoonian, Ostwald, 
and Charleson takes seismic strengthening to an emotive and theoretical level, 
contributing to Charleson’s argument that structure can be concerned with 
more than purely seismic or gravity loading. The authors change the discourse 
on seismic structure to be centred on the facilitation of lateral bracing as a 
narrative tool (Taylor et al.). Moments of Resistance focuses on two projects, the 
first of which is of particular interest to this thesis. The theoretical project looks 
to structurally reinforce the Turnbull House in Wellington, a Revivalist building 
from the early 19th Century, a similar vehicle as the one chosen for this thesis. 
“Miss is less interested in the cerebral than in the emotional and physical 
experience, which she precipitates through mixtures of forms that 
work subliminally. Because she has walked through these places, but 
she then turns them slowly in her imagination, because they are built in 
materials that themselves have strong associations, the results ring with 
the authenticity of their antecedent - they are not a style-orientated 
amalgamation of thin, facile references lifted from the faces of other 
buildings” (Boyarsky and Miss 99).
Her work “provoke[s] curiosity in the viewer” (Boyarsky and Miss 99), by 
assimilating multiple references into one suggestive sculpture, making the 
experience of viewing her work about the discovery of a multitude of meanings 
married together in her work, rather than just a singular reference to history. 
Miss’s principle objective is to reveal something about the site to the viewer that 
would have previously gone unnoticed; to achieve this she combines different 
forms and the associated meanings to create a collective emotional and physical 
experience for the viewer. 
She takes architectural structures, memories and materials she has seen on her 
exploratory travels and combines them; through the use of memories of the 
site context, and the references stimulated by the multiple forms and materials, 
Miss creates a holistic experience for the viewer that is rich in meaning. The 
reason the viewer is drawn to Miss’ work may be subconscious but still equally 
appreciated (Boyarsky and Miss 99). She responds to the physical nature of the 
site in which her work sits. By employing a myriad of memories and associations 
hinted at by the elements within her work, Miss creates a sensation of intrigue and 
understanding in the viewer that cannot be fully comprehended but appreciated. 
The multitude of associated memories embedded within her work enables Miss’s 
work to be appreciated by the broad public as well as those educated in the arts 
(Zapatka and Miss).
This thesis will test potential applications of Miss’s installation art within the 
realm of architecture, investigating how her methods can be employed to create, 
enable and enhance habitable space within the context of an existing historic 
built environment. Methods employed by Mary Miss to create layered and non-
programmed spatial installations will be tested in the design experiments of 
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The ICOMOS NZ Charter maintains its position that contemporary interventions 
and adaptations should maintain the historical significance, involve the least degree 
of intervention possible and use reversible techniques to execute all interventions. 
However, this thesis argues for a more intimate evaluation process that identifies 
historic buildings that have fallen into disrepair as sites that are able to engage 
decay and weathering as a part of their history. It is argued that the evidencing 
of man-made and environmental impressions signals our tangible existence 
and relationship to the built environment.  This thesis argues that the historic /
contemporary collaborative projects are the architectural representation of our 
time. 
The analysis conducted in this chapter is employed to provide a theoretical 
grounding from which the design experiments conducted in, ‘Layer Five: An 
exploration of contemporary layers’ (Chapter Five) can be initiated. This chapter 
identifies the threat now facing New Zealand’s historic buildings, due to the 
rise in building code and earthquake strengthening requirements. It establishes 
that a new evaluation system is required that identifies the difference between 
zones within heritage sites that can easily be maintained and zones or sites that 
have fallen into disrepair; acknowledging that decaying heritage sites provide 
an opportunity to engage with the decay or weathering of elements as a means 
of creating a timeline of history through the impressions and imprints left by 
mankind and the environment. 
This chapter explored theoretical imperatives behind the notion of layering and 
stratification in both architecture and installation art, to formulate an argument 
for the application of a system of stratified architectural elements that can be 
employed as a tool to resolve new problems facing our heritage buildings and 
protect our heritage sites from demolition.  The Albemarle Hotel, for example is a 
dilapidated historic building in Wellington in need of a seismic resisting structural 
intervention, but the cost is considered prohibitively high. The design chapter will 
use the Albemarle Hotel as a design research case study to test applications of the 
methods of Kahn, Scarpa and Miss in ways that create a multiplicity of integrated 
viable responses to New Zealand’s vulnerable sites. 
The authors discuss methods that expose rather than conceal seismic reinforcing, 
in order to engage the structural elements as active participants of the space. 
Methods such as steel panels that ‘hover’ parallel to shear walls and steel sections 
that are ‘fleshed out’ with timber and decorative steel tie interpretations were 
explored to integrate the lateral bracing with the notion of dressing walls and 
surfaces with exposed seismic resisting structure.
“Regularly spaced ties were inserted into the brick exterior wall. 
Polished stainless steel studs over these ties, their shiny surfaces 
reflective in sunlight. As a visible sign of the strengthening they act as 
decorative embellishment that does not attempt to revive the past but 
again critically evaluates the role of the boss or disk as a covering and 
marker for a junction or fixing point ” (Taylor et al 66). 
Moments of Resistance is an important study for its theoretical stance on secondary 
structure which explores applications to a similar building to that being examined 
in this thesis.  The authors conclude that secondary seismic resistance can include 
an ornamental aspect, as it is not always active and therefore must remain a positive 
contributor to space even when not acting under force from and earthquake or 
lateral loading. 
conclusion
The seismic inadequacy of New Zealand’s 19th and 20th century historic 
buildings provides a window of opportunity to test the theory that contemporary 
lateral bracing elements can be exposed in order to express the current stage of 
metamorphosis in a heritage building. It is argued above that structure can act as a 
stratum or layer that remains exposed within the heritage building; this structural 
insertion can also be explored in ways that functionally and programmatically 
enable the historic building to become habitable and profitable once again. 
The goal of New Zealand’s heritage authorities is to protect our built heritage; 
however, the theories discussed above suggest in some cases that restoration 
is actively scraping a layer of history from our heritage, postulating that 
weathering represents a layered metamorphosis of a building through time. 
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A s discussed previously this thesis explores theories of layering and stratification as a potential approach to the design research problem; this 
approach was initially developed in response to the weathering and peeling paint 
witnessed in some of New Zealand’s historic sites. The notion of architectural 
layering as a method of evidencing history is supported in this chapter by case 
studies whose techniques are recognised as a celebration of weathering; this 
chapter explores the Castelvecchio in Verona by Carlo Scarpa, Warehouse 17C in 
Madrid by the Arturo Franco Office, and The Mint in Sydney by FJMT Architects. 
All three projects apply notions of layering in very different ways to achieve a 
celebration of decay and weathering within a historic building. This chapter 
investigates the methods and theoretical imperatives employed by each project; 
it critiques the approach each intervention has taken to engage with an aging 
structure in order to create spatial experiences appropriate to the building and 
its new program, as well as further understanding and appreciation of the historic 
ruin. This chapter then analyses case studies by two contemporary installation 
artists who engage with architecture as a vehicle of expression. Mary Miss and 
Ann Hamilton integrate architecture, art, and sculptural design to change the 
state of the viewer so that aspects of a site that were previously unnoticed can be 
understood in new ways. This chapter explores how each artist’s work differs from 
the practice of architecture, but could in fact be applied to habitable architecture 
as an approach to exploring the design research imperatives of this thesis.
"So with the house empty and the doors locked 
and the mattresses rolled round, those stray 
airs, advance guards of great armies, blustered 
in, brushed bare boards, nibbled and fanned, 
met nothing in bedroom or drawing-room 
that wholly resisted them but only hangings 
that flapped, wood that creaked, the bare 
legs of tables, saucepans and china already 
furred, tarnished, cracked. What people had 
shed and left — a pair of shoes, a shooting cap, 
some faded skirts and coats in wardrobes — 
those alone kept the human shape and in the 
emptiness indicated how once they were filled 
and animated; how once hands were busy with 
hooks and buttons; how once the looking-
glass had held a face; had held a world 
hollowed out in which a figure turned, a hand 
flashed, the door opened, in came children 
rushing and tumbling; and went out again."
ViRginia  woolF, to the lighthouse (time passes, 4)
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He used contemporary elements to frame 
the historic, as well as to place it onto a 
particular axis so that it achieves a type of 
sacred positioning.  Figure 16 shows how 
Scarpa’s intervention frames the historic brick 
wall opening in the centre of the wall, on the 
central spatial axis, even though the original 
vaulted door opening was off axis. He uses the 
addition of the contemporary screen to enable 
the original vaulted opening to remain visible 
while also placing the historic brick wall onto 
a centre axis; Scarpa employed disengagement 
and reorientation as methods of transitioning 
the viewer to see the desired aspect of the 
existing building to experientially lead the 
viewer through the space to witness the decay. 
The decay itself becomes an element being 
displayed by Scarpa in the museum as museum 
artefacts. 
“He layered history, allowing each 
historical moment to come alive 
and take its place next to others, 
and interspersed new ones. He was 
able to achieve this while setting up 
a dialogue between old and new, 
provoking the older elements into 
conversation with wholly invented 
new forms, surfaces, textures, and 
motifs” (Guidi, Olsberg, and Scarpa 
70).
Fig. 16 castelVecchio inteRioR dooR poRtal 
inteRVention by caRlo scaRpa
Fig. 17 castelVecchio couRtyaRd by caRlo scaRpa  
Fig. 18 castelVecchio cangRande statue & Void by 
caRlo scaRpa (1958-64)
castelVecchio 
According to Anne-Catrin Schultz, author of Carlo Scarpa - 
layers:
"Architectonic layering goes beyond merely fulfilling 
technical requirements the, principle of layering may 
be used as a formative method that allows elements of 
different origins to be combined into a non-hierarchal 
whole. Layering exists in a realm of complexity and 
implies a capacity of being interpreted that goes 
beyond itself and creates references to the world at 
large" (Schultz 17).
Carlo Scapra was commissioned to transform the ruins of the 
Old Castle of Verona into a museum of art. His intervention in 
the Castelvecchio lays bare the notion of stratification or layering, 
unveiling a chronological timeline of history within the complex. 
Through his intervention, Scarpa transforms the Castelvecchio 
into a museum incorporating time-related sedimentation of 
materials, abrasions and meaning by visibly exposing layers of 
time and history. The intervention originally designed by Scarpa 
as a vehicle to convert the complex into a museum has become 
in itself a museum of architecture over time. Scarpa stratifies 
both old and new materials in a way that encourages the visitor 
to become aware that each layer is a contributor to the success 
of the space, formulating a time line of history embedded within 
the walls (Schultz 9). “Interventions in the existing context are 
integrated as additional layers leaving the visible sign of their 
time and referring to the conceptual essence of their cultural 
belonging” (Schultz 7).
Scarpa’s intervention in the Castelvecchio is disengaged from the 
existing historic building; it never sits directly on the existing but 
appears to hover above, below or next to the existing allowing 
the negative threshold between the new and the old to speak 




Date of Completion: 1957-
1964, 1967-1970, 1974
Architect: Carlo Scarpa
Original Use: Castle of the 
Scala family built 1354-1376
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waRehouse 17c  
The Arturo Franco Office was commissioned to transform the 
ruins of a historic slaughterhouse in Madrid into a restaurant 
(See Fig. 19). The contemporary intervention within the historic 
slaughterhouse by Arturo Franco Office explores the notion of 
‘non-intervention’, reducing the intervention to enable the 
heritage warehouse to reveal the decay of the existing structure 
and the beauty of the contemporary against the historic (Arturo 
Franco). The project does not attempt to refurbish or preserve 
the warehouse in its original condition, but allows the aging of 
materials to speak of the history embedded within the walls. 
“A constant dialog has been established between the 
new and the old, without mixing them up, together 
but not blended. These two languages look close to 
each other. The new boosts the value of the old and 
vice versa. Two viewpoints face to face, both revealed 
with maximum rawness” (Arturo Franco). 
The contemporary materials face off with the historic, creating 
a dynamic tension in the buffer zone that separates the old and 
the new. The Arturo Franco Office employed industrial inspired 
steel and glass as a method of presenting the historic warehouse, 
framing the peeling paint and crumbling brick, and enabling it to 
become sanctioned as art on the walls; by hovering glass in front 
of crumbling brick, the intervention acts as a stage that presents 
and preserves decay (See Fig. 20). While Scarpa had framed 
elements of decay that were robust, this method allows Arturo 
Franco to frame elements of decay that are fragile even to the 
point of allowing the decay to continue. 
specs
Project: The Warehouse 17C
Location: Madrid, Spain
Date of Completion: 2006
Architects: Arturo Franco 
Office
Original Use: Slaughterhouse 
by Luis Bellido 1907
This thesis proposes that Scarpa’s method of re-orientating the viewer to face 
and recognise the beauty of the decaying elements can be tested in the historic 
Albemarle Hotel to allow viewers to see the spaces in new and more robust ways. 
The previous internal layout of the hotel was spatially organized around enclosed 
rooms and corridors that did not attempt to establish any orientation to historic 
elements. It was designed to maximise the profitability of small hotel rooms, 
not celebrate the façade or structure or spatial relationships. The design research 
case study argues that since walls have already been semi-demolished over time, 
a stronger recognition of the history of the building already occurs; the new 
intervention can further enhance our reading of the history bby applying lessons 
learned from Scarpa in the Castelvecchio. Similarly to Scarpa the new design 
will test inserting a new raised floor that is disengaged from the existing floor 
and aligned with the central window on the heritage façade. The occupier would 
then actively step up onto the new floor identifying the space where corridor 
was previously located; the new floor, without the visual disruption of rooms and 
doors would invite the occupier to look through the space out of the façade to 
the street. The occupier will then be orientated facing the historic front façade 
and be able to witness the structural intervention integrated with the decaying 
façade, similarly to how Scarpa approached the same issues in the Castelvecchio. 
This builds further upon Scrapa by challenging the new lateral bracing to become 
an active participant in achieving these goals under the new contemporary 
conditions. 
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the mint  
FJMT Architects were commissioned to transform the ruins of 
a historic coin factory into an office interior. The Mint is central 
Sydney’s oldest building originally a coin factory and now the 
headquarters for the New South Wales Historic Houses Trust 
(HHT). The historic coin factory and surviving archaeological 
elements are integrated into the new contemporary complex 
designed by FJMT Architects in 2004 (Historic Houses Trust of 
NSW) (See Fig. 21). The additional complex compliments the 
historic factory in terms of proportions and continuing datum 
lines, but contrasts the historic structure through materiality. 
The intervention within the historic coin factory achieves the 
celebrating decay and weathering of historic buildings through 
the incision of structural elements. This case study enables the 
design experiments of this thesis to go beyond the works of 
Scarpa and Arturo Franco by successfully exposing structural 
elements. The new visible structure penetrates the historic 
without ‘restoring’ it, permitting exposed structural incisions 
into the existing heritage fabric, the incisions to become the 
next layer in the evidencing of the coin factory’s history. The 
contemporary intervention braces the aging stone factory 
using steel and glass; where the weathering does not affect the 
structural capacity of the building, the flaking paint is permitted 
to continue flaking and the stone permitted to crumble around 
the HHT offices. The new Mint complex invites the public to 
wander through the historic and contemporary structures in a 
museum-like fashion; this notion of engaging the public with 
aging structures is something that this thesis looks to apply to the 
Albemarle in Wellington: the Mint programmatically establishes 
an important precedent for the NZHPT to be house within the 
Albemarle and to actively encourage the public to participate in 
the building as a means of witnessing and further understanding 
the imperatives of historic preservation. 
specs
Project: The Mint 
Location: Sydney, Australia 
Date of Completion: 2005
Architects: FJMT Architects 
Original Use: Coin Factory 
1855
The intervention does not seek to touch or 
penetrate the decaying structure in any way 
but sits next to or on top of the decaying 
surfaces. The contemporary intervention 
guards the warehouse without sheltering it; 
the intervention celebrates and facilitates the 
process of decay to continue as an on-going 
historical illustration. This thesis argues that 
the Warehouse intervention is extremely 
successful, although a potential weakness of 
the project is that it is not dealing with the 
same multiplicity of issues as those facing New 
Zealand’s heritage fabric (i.e the need for new 
lateral bracing) but is dealing with the issue of 
decay alone.
The architectural techniques employed by 
the 17C Warehouse intervention supports the 
notion of layering in a contemporary sense as 
a method to celebrate the decay of heritage 
sites. To introduce these techniques to the 
context of New Zealand’s semi-demolished 
and semi-decayed heritage sites would establish 
a foundation by which the argument for 
the framing of decay as art on the walls can 
be supported. The design experiments will 
employ this method of sanctifying decay by 
presenting it as a positive aesthetic, but could 
further the research imperatives of Arturo 
Franco by inviting the glass that frames the 
decay to also frame the space between the 
rhythmic structural elements required as lateral 
bracing. The glass could act as a celebrator of 
decay, protecting it from further debilitation, 
whilst also defining the space proposed as an 
office or spatial bay for the NZHPT office. 
Fig. 19 waRehouse 17c by aRtuRo FRanco oFFice - 
inteRioR space deFined by glass paRtitions (2006) 
Fig. 20 waRehouse 17c by aRtuRo FRanco oFFice - 
weatheRing FRamed as aRt on the walls (2006)
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collaboRation oF case studies  
Castelvecchio & Carlo Scarpa: Disengages new and old layers to respect their identity, and 
treats the decayed as positive visual elements. 
The Warehouse 17C: Guards the history of fragile types of decay that may be vulnerable. 
The Mint: Exposes the raw new structure that may be required in a public space as a 
positive addition to its history 
This thesis combines strengths and examines the weaknesses of all three 
different case studies and invites their strengths to inform the design research 
experiment within the Albemarle Hotel. The Castelvecchio explores the notion 
of disengagement and reorientation, transforming the intervention within the 
Castelvecchio into a museum of materials and historical layers. Warehouse 17C 
explores the active retention and protection of decaying elements as elements 
of beauty and history by presenting crumbling brick, fire-damaged ceilings and 
peeling paint, in a way that allows the weathering to be protected and perceived as 
art not deterioration. The Mint explores the incision of new structural elements 
within historic buildings and integration of the public within the ministry of 
historic trusts. 
New floors were introduced into the factory, 
but disengaged in places creating view shafts 
down to the ruin-like original foundations, 
celebrating the decay and weathering of 
the historic factory and allowing it to be 
witnessed by the public. The Mint frames 
and sanctifies decay much like the 17C 
Warehouse, but takes the concept further 
by inviting the contemporary new structural 
elements to visibly slice into the historic, 
penetrating the material and allowing visitors 
to see the contemporary structural elements 
penetrating the aging historic material; the 
design experiments of this thesis also employ 
structural elements to slice through the historic 
elements. 
The interior could have become a stronger 
spatial experience if it considered how the 
design could have encouraged spatial and 
planning orientation in relation to the historic 
conditions evident within the site. For example 
the interior layout including the disengaged 
floor disregards the placement of the windows 
in the heritage façade, cutting off the spatial 
experience of the existing windows by 
terminating halfway along a window (See Fig. 
23).
This thesis will test the Mint’s approach 
by inviting the structural intervention to 
slice into the existing heritage fabric where 
necessary; and in other locations the structural 
intervention will sit disengaged from the 
existing adopting more of a respectable and 
sympathetic relationship with the existing 
historic materials. 
Fig. 21 the mint sydney – histoRic coin FactoRy (1855)
Fig. 22 the mint sydney - contempoRaRy entRance 
addition Fjmt aRchitects (2005)
Fig. 23 the mint sydney - Reception FoR the hht by 
Fjmt aRchitects (2005)
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maRy miss 
Mary Miss is an installation artist whose 
work explores physical spaces that achieve 
architectural meaning; her work differs from 
architecture in the fact that her installations are 
not defined by programmatic function. Many of 
Miss’s works such as Untitled (1976) (See Fig. 
24 & 25) and Field Rotation (1981) (See Fig. 26) 
imply architectural space and function, they 
succeed in instigating architectural space and 
make reference to architectural structures with 
the intention of drawing the viewer past the 
preconception of architectural form (Zapatka 
and Miss 20). One of her repeating interests 
is in the implication of structural form. Miss 
works with a multiplicity of theories and 
ideas; she employs this multiplicity to create a 
reference system that does not become explicit 
to one reference but suggestive of many. 
“Miss layers her work in associations, 
and the layering starts with materials. 
She is interested in expanding the 
meaning of form: ‘I don’t want to 
deny any association or content. 
I want to take the implications of 
a material and elaborate upon it, 
whether a grid of steel or railroad 
ties’” (Miss quotes by Boyarsky and 
Miss 99). 
Fig. 24 untitled (1976) by maRy miss 
Fig. 25 untitled (1976) by maRy miss 
Using these three architectural case studies, the design research experiment will explore 
opportunities to:
Concepts identified in the Castelvecchio:
•	 Disengage	floor	planes	as	a	means	of	celebrating	the	relationship	between	the	old	
and the new.
•	 Employ	 the	 negative	 space	 between	 the	 old	 and	 new	 as	 a	 means	 of	 engaging	 a	
discourse between the two elements.
•	 Re-orientate	the	viewer	to	align	with	the	axis	of	the	historic	weathering	elements.
Concepts identified in the Warehouse 17C:
•	 Sanction	 the	 celebration	of	 decay	using	 glass	 to	protect	 and	 frame	 the	peeling	of	
paint it in a unique way, as art. 
•	 Invite	 the	 design	 intervention,	 such	 as	 hovering	 glass	 or	 structural	 members	 to	
become a space defining tool.
•	 Invite	new	floors	to	orientate	the	viewer	towards	the	historic	aging	façade.
Concepts identified in The Mint: 
•	 Expose	the	raw	nature	of	contemporary	earthquake	strengthening	as	a	part	of	the	
hotel’s history. 
•	 Employ	 structural	 elements	 to	 slice	 through	 heritage	 elements	 as	 a	 means	 of	
engaging them in a dialogue while providing seismic protection. 
•	 Take	 precedents	 from	 the	 Mint	 to	 permit	 public	 space	 within	 the	 hotel	 to	
encourage public involvement and opinion on the debate for the celebration of decay. 
The design research experiment will also explore opportunities using two installation art 
case studies by May Miss and Ann Hamilton. 
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ann hamilton 
Ann Hamilton is an installation artist whose 
work focuses on multisensory experience, 
incorporating sight, sound, smell, touch and 
emotion. Like Mary Miss, Ann Hamilton is 
interested in the relationship between visitor 
and object; however Hamilton’s work differs in 
the fact that it is largely focused upon creating 
installations within prescribed ‘rooms’, each 
room igniting the senses of the visitor and 
giving them the perception of being alone. 
Hamilton often works with multiple rooms, 
taking the visitor on a narrative journey of their 
own senses, such as her work in The Capacity 
of Absorption at the Temporary Contemporary 
of Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art 
(1988-1989) where Hamilton’s installation 
took the visitor through three rooms of 
overwhelming sensory experiences (Simon and 
Hamilton) (See Fig. 28, 29, & 30). 
“Hamilton’s installations are wit-
nessed by visitors who occupy the 
same space with any number of 
others but who, it seems, find them-
selves distinctly alone. In part, it is a 
heightened self-consciousness amid 
odd sounds, smells, and materials 
(live insects or birds for example 
or organic matter in the process of 
growing or decaying) and in the 
face of a distanced figure, the live 
performer working in self-contained 
isolation at a repetitive task” (Simon 
and Hamilton 63).
Fig. 29 capacity oF absoRption (1988) Room two oF 
thRee by ann hamilton 
Fig. 28 capacity oF absoRption (1988) Room one oF 
thRee by ann hamilton 
Fig. 30 capacity oF absoRption (1988) Room thRee oF 
thRee by ann hamilton 
Miss has a strong interest in structural form 
and the implications of material choice. For 
example in her project Veiled Landscape (1979) 
(See Fig. 27) she employs structural grids 
to frame the landscape, providing physical 
barriers between the viewer and the landscape, 
abstracting the sky and surrounding foliage 
to become part of the installation. Through 
the use of screens and a curtain of posts, 
Miss creates a rhythmic procession whereby 
the viewer must pass through each barrier one 
at a time to reach the pathway that continues 
through the landscape (Zapatka and Miss). 
Each architectural layer unveils the layers 
beyond, establishing new spatial qualities as the 
number of layers is progressively reduced. This 
method will be tested in the design research 
experiment as an additional means of engaging 
history while responding to new contemporary 
programmatic and spatial requirements. 
Miss integrates new architectural elements to 
redirect the viewer toward a greater awareness 
of her objects and their context. She uses 
structure to create a rhythmic procession will 
be applied to the lateral bracing structural 
system of the design research intervention; this 
is explored in detail in ‘Layer Five: An exploration 
of contemporary layers’. The bracing system will 
be used to create a rhythm through the existing 
historic hotel so that the new structural grid 
lines establish spatial ordering systems within 
the open plan nature of the interior. 
Fig. 26 Field Rotation (1980-81) by maRy miss
Fig. 27 Field Rotation (1980-81) by maRy miss
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Hamilton’s installation work, while architectural, differs from the traditional goals 
of architecture through her focus on the relationship of the viewer to the object, 
she is not concerned with holistic form or external relationships.  Hamilton’s 
creation of ‘rooms’ within ‘rooms’ is a notion that this thesis looks to translate 
through the medium of architecture. Investigating how spaces can be created in 
the zone between layers, inviting the structure to implement a rhythmic system 
of partitions of varying translucency to create the sense of rooms within rooms 
without solid separation. This will enable the office workers to feel like they 
achieve spatial separation even within an open space, occupying a small ‘room’ 
within the open plan office.
Hamilton’s project The Spell (1997) (See 
Fig. 31 & 32) as a part of the 1997 Venice 
Biennale explores the notion of ‘rooms’ within 
‘rooms’. The installation was housed in a 1303 
warehouse factory originally used for making 
rope; the installation was placed between a row 
of columns and the brick masonry exterior 
wall. 
“Twin curtains were suspended from 
the ceiling on motorized mounts, 
swirling, billowing, and lifting like 
tents taking flight in a windstorm” 
(Simon and Hamilton 185).
The twin black-over-white curtains had 
a vertical opening running the full height 
of the curtain, inviting viewers to enter 
the installation; from within the revolving 
translucent curtain the viewer could see 
glimpses of figures moving inside the twin 
curtain and moving past the installation, 
creating the sensation of being alone within a 
‘room’ but aware of others in the neighbouring 
‘rooms’.  
Fig. 31 the spell (1997) by ann hamilton 
Fig. 32 the spell (1997) by ann hamilton 
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Concepts identified in the Mary Miss case studies:
•	 Employing	structural	members	to	create	a	rhythmic	ordering	system.
•	 Applying	 multiple	 translucent	 partitions	 as	 layers	 to	 establish	 spatial	
qualities that can potentially become habitable. 
•	 Inviting	multiple	layers	of	varying	materials	to	create	a	holistic	space.
Concepts identified in the Ann Hamilton case studies: 
•	 Employing	transparent	scenes	to	create	‘rooms	within	rooms’	and	implicate	
smaller spatial definitions within a wider open-plan space.
•	 Recreating	 the	 viewer’s	 relationship	 to	 the	 space	 through	 sensory	
environments.
•	 Implicating	the	zone	between	layers	as	habitable	space.	
The translation of the three architectural case studies and the case studies of Mary 
Miss and Ann Hamilton’s habitable installation art are explored in the following 
section ‘Layer Five’, which tests the approaches discussed in the ‘Layer One’ and ‘Layer 
Two’ within the Albemarle. The aim of ‘Layer Five’ is to test the methods explored 
by the architects and installation artists discussed in this chapter. It explores how 
all of these approaches can be integrated in varying ways depending on specific 
conditions, while also engaging the exposed lateral bracing to act as spatial definers 
for contemporary new programs, similarly to Mary Miss and Ann Hamilton’s 
installation experiments but applied within habitable architecture.
summaRy oF habitable installation aRt 
Mary Miss and Ann Hamilton conduct their installation art within the blurring 
media of art, sculpture, and architecture; the multidisciplinary and multisensory 
nature of their work enables the wider public to engage with their work, finding 
meaning in their changing spatial hierarchies and formal configurations. By 
inviting the viewer into the installation and changing their state in some way, each 
artist transcends the boundaries of more than one creative discipline through both 
the theoretical imperatives and the physical installations.
This thesis draws upon Miss and Hamilton’s ability to engage architectural 
vocabularies without being hampered by pragmatic and functional limitations. 
This enables the artists to inform spaces purely in terms of the relationships 
between viewer and space, and space and viewer. The resulting spaces have a high 
level of beauty and theoretical insight. While this thesis argues that they also have 
potential to be highly pragmatic and functional, the ambiguity of the installation 
allows the viewer to explore the space without functional prejudice. This thesis 
looks to use spatial installation art to critically evaluate and advance the viewer/
occupants’ relationships to the object/space, to use these relationships to inform 
the architecture and the thesis imperatives. This thesis tests the processes and 
underlying concepts behind such sculptural installation approaches and engages 
similar methods within the functionality of architectural practice. Explorations 
will be conducted within the design research vehicle for this thesis (Albemarle 
Hotel) to test these concepts derived from sculptural installation art against the 
pragmatics of function.
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Fig. 33 (pg. 60-61) eXisting albemaRle 
hotel peeling paint - leVel thRee
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T his chapter introduces the Category II historic Albemarle Hotel, as the chosen vehicle for design research experimentation. The Albemarle 
Hotel is employed as a mechanism to expose the common threat faced by 
Wellington’s historic buildings; many of our historic sites may be lost to damage 
in an earthquake, or purposefully demolished to prevent the loss of life in the 
event of an earthquake. To set the foundation for the design research problem this 
section discusses the seismic and historic contexts of Wellington, in particular the 
Te Aro region where the Albemarle is located. 
"Loveliness and stillness clasped hands in the 
bedroom, and among the shrouded jugs and 
sheeted chairs even the prying of the wind, and 
the soft nose of the clammy sea airs, rubbing, 
snuffling, iterating, and reiterating their 
questions —”Will you fade? Will you perish?”— 
scarcely disturbed the peace, the indifference, 
the air of pure integrity, as if the question 
they asked scarcely needed that they should 
answer: we remain."
ViRginia woolF, to the lighthouse (time passes, 4)
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intRoduction
This chapter discusses the potential threat to Wellington’s historic buildings, 
highlighting the vast number of buildings affected by the recent amendments to 
the Building Act (2004) and the IEP (Initial Evaluation Process) conducted in May 
2012 which identified 266 EQP (Earthquake Prone) buildings in Wellington which 
now require additional costly lateral bracing in order to structurally protect them 
and their occupants from potential earthquake damage (Department of Building 
and Housing). Because of the logistical and economical difficulties this incurs, this 
thesis suggests that a change of attitude towards heritage intervention is pivotal 
to the survival of Wellington’s built heritage. This chapter exposes the positive 
potentials that the Building Act revisions have provided; by passing legislation 
that requires contemporary elements to engage with historic sites, the Building 
Act has provided an opportunity for contemporary design to engage with historic 
buildings. The fact that heritage buildings must now incorporate contemporary 
bracing elements reinforces the argument that the potential transformation of 
heritage buildings could potentially form a built time line, a means of recording 
and evidencing of the layers of history as ‘Time Passes’.  
The Albemarle Hotel was selected as the design research vehicle for this thesis to 
test the proposed approach to New Zealand’s historic buildings in response to the 
recent increase in lateral bracing requirements. The Albemarle strongly evidences 
the recurring issues recently thrust upon Wellington’s historic buildings. The 
earthquake-prone (EQP) historic buildings of Wellington are a prominent part 
of our cityscape, the destruction of which would be a huge loss to Wellington’s 
character, as it was to Christchurch’s. However, the extensive work required by 
the Wellington City Council’s Earthquake-prone Buildings Policy (2009) and 
reinforced by the IEP (2012) is expensive and many owners cannot afford to 
complete the work. This may result in the elective destruction of some or even 
a large amount of our built heritage (Schouten). This thesis argues that this new 
set of restrictions is in fact an opportunity to re-evaluate the way New Zealand 
approaches heritage buildings, from conservation and literal restoration to the 
celebration of aging and weathering as a means of chronicling the history and 
natural transformations of our buildings. 
Fig. 34 aeRial View oF wellington centRal
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This site analysis explores the neighbourhood of the Albemarle Hotel (Te Aro) 
and more importantly the intimate conditions within the Albemarle itself. The 
chapter evaluates the dominant heritage areas within the hotel and the echelon of 
decay in order to surmise how it can simultaneously retain the dominant heritage 
zones as well as the weathered conditions, while establishing opportunities for 
newer contemporary programs to thrive within.
Reclamation oF wellington haRbouR 
Nestled between two hillsides, Wellington is the compact and culture filled capital 
city of New Zealand. Known for its picturesque qualities, Wellington has under-
gone many large-scale reclamation projects. Between 1842-1973 a total of 1.854 
square kilometres was reclaimed giving the city more space to accommodate for 
expansion including an expanded port and industrial area, and an expanded beach 
along Oriental Parade (Maclean). Buildings on reclaimed land can be particularly 
vulnerable to earthquake damage.
Fig. 35 Reclamation oF wellington haRbouR
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wellington's Fault lines
Wellington sits along the collision zone between two of the world’s great tectonic 
plates. The Australian and Pacific Plates lie 20-30km below the earth’s surface 
(Maclean). The Australian Plate is colliding with the Pacific Plate, pushing it down, 
causing the earth’s surface to fold.  This collision zone frequently releases pressure 
from between the two plates, causing earthquakes and often resulting in changes 
to the landscape. The Wellington region has six principal fault lines three of which 
are active. The main fault line, the ‘Wellington Fault’, slices through the region; 
earthquakes along this fault line has caused the land on the west to rise and the 
land on the east to sink. It is this movement that is responsible for Wellington’s 
curvaceous hillsides (Maclean). Throughout history the constant movement 
between the two plates has dramatically changed the nature of Wellington’s 
landscape. The magnitude 8.1 earthquake in 1855 caused the land surrounding 
Wellington to rise 1-2 metres (Maclean). This earthquake changed several features 
of Wellington’s topography including the drainage of the Te Aro area which 
provided new opportunities for land use, and also facilitated the draining and the 
conversion of the in-land dock in Mount Cook (Basin Reserve) to form a dry zone 
that is now a prominent a sports field. A rise in rock platform between the CBD 
and Petone facilitated the passage between the two settlements, upon which a 
motorway and main access route to the city now sits upon (Maclean). 
Fig. 36 wellington's Fault lines
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wellington's heRitage buildings & heRitage aReas 
Wellington is home to a myriad of different heritage buildings and areas; the 
150 years of settlement in Wellington has seen Victorian, Edwardian, Art Deco, 
Modernist and New Zealand vernacular movements reflected in its built form 
(Wellington City Libraries). The Capital has eight heritage areas and close to 1200 
non-residential heritage buildings, the majority of which are currently occupied 
(McClean and Byron) (See Fig. 37). The number and density of heritage buildings 
and areas throughout Wellington has become a concern for the Wellington City 
Council following the 2010-2011 earthquakes in Christchurch, which saw 
the downfall of a large number of the city’s modern and heritage buildings. 
Wellington with its known and active fault lines is now faced with the issue of 
protecting its heritage buildings and areas in preparation of an earthquake 
such as that of Christchurch City (McClean and Byron). Although Wellington 
missed the full impact of the earthquakes that hit Christchurch in 2010-2011, 
the repercussions from the events still resonate within Wellington. The previous 
desirability associated with heritage buildings has changed dramatically; the public 
is now more reluctant to occupy heritage buildings due to the potential threat of 
earthquakes. The building code and lateral bracing requirements were increased, 
and the price of earthquake strengthening increased, resulting in a decline in 
resale value of heritage places (Schouten, 25.02.12). 
Fig. 37 wellington's heRitage buildings & heRitage aReas 
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te aRo's eaRthQuake pRone & 
stickeRed buildings
The New Zealand Government defines 
earthquake prone (EQP) buildings as having 
33% or less strength than that of the current 
building code. Under the Wellington City 
Council’s Earthquake Prone Buildings policy of 
2009, the Wellington City Council conducted 
an analysis of 3800 buildings in the Wellington 
region with the exception of residential houses 
under two stories. Following the evaluation, 
one hundred and seventy Section 124 yellow, 
orange and red stickers have been issued to the 
owners of EQP buildings within Wellington 
(See Fig. 38). These identified buildings must 
be strengthened within 10-20 years (WCC, 
‘Earthquake-prone Buildings’). The area of 
Te Aro has many EQP modern and heritage 
buildings, the owners of which are now faced 
with the issue of how to strengthen them as 
a means of meeting the new building code 
requirements without removing the heritage 
equalities of the space (WCC, ‘Earthquake-
prone Buildings’).
Yellow Notice
“This is a standard Earthquake-prone Building 
Notice issued under the Council's Earthquake-
prone Building policy and under Section 124(1)
(c) of the NZ Building Act.  This indicates that 
the building owner has either 10, 15 or 20 
years to strengthen the building. The exact 
time frame will be specified on the notice” 
(Wellington City Council, ‘Earthquake-prone 
Buildings’) (See Fig. 39).
Fig. 39 section 124(1)(b) yellow notice
Fig. 40  section 124(1)(b) oRange notice
Fig. 38 te aRo's eaRthQuake pRone & stickeRed buildings 
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The Albemarle was issued with a section 124(1)
(b) notice on the 29th of March 2010 requiring 
the owners to strengthen the building to a 
sufficient degree so that it is not earthquake 
prone or forced to be demolished (Wellington 
City Council, ‘Earthquake-prone Buildings’). 
The Wellington City Council posted the 
classification notice on the entrance door, and a 
fee of $5000.00 can be incurred for obstructing 
this from the public view. The notice gave the 
final date for action as the 29th of March 2012. 
Since the Section 124(1)(b) classification, the 
Albemarle has been sold and the new owner 
is under negotiations with the council to 
strengthen the historic hotel (Schouten 23 May 
2012). The period in which the owners were 
required to strengthen or demolish the hotel 
is testament to urgency relating to the pending 
threat and loss of Wellington’s heritage. Fig. 43  the albemaRle's 124(1)(c) notice
Orange Notice
“An orange 'Final Earthquake-prone Building 
Notice' is issued where a building owner has 
failed to comply with the original yellow sec-
tion 124(1)(c) notice.  The owner has however 
made contact with Council and has been able 
to show some solid progress towards reaching 
a solution.  The intention of this Notice is to 
act as a 'final reminder'; it is issued under the 
Council’s Earthquake-prone Buildings policy 
and Section 124(1)(c) of the NZ Building Act. 
When orange notices are issued the Council 
works with the building owner to agree on a 
series of actions at agreed dates that the build-
ing owner will take.  Should owners fail to meet 
their requirements, they are issued with a Red 
Notice” (WCC, ‘Earthquake-prone Buildings’) 
(See Fig. 40).
Red Notice
“Comprised of two notices, a red section 124(1)
(b) notice prohibits anyone from using or occu-
pying the building (in accordance with Section 
128 of the NZ Building Act) and a further red 
Section 124(1)(c) notice which provides a final 
date by which the owner must have the build-
ing strengthened or demolished.  If an owner 
fails to comply with this notice the Council will 
consider further action which may include legal 
action to force the strengthening or demolition 
of the building” (WCC, ‘Earthquake-prone 
Buildings’) (See Fig. 41 & 42).
Fig. 42 section 124(1)(c) Red notice
Fig. 41 section 124 1 (b) & section 128 Red notice
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The hotel is a Category II historic building, 
constructed of load bearing brick masonry on 
concrete foundations, with timber floors and 
roof members. The original ornate wrought-
iron balcony and veranda have been removed, 
while the cupola was restored and strengthened 
by the Heritage Property Group in 2006 
(WCC, ‘Heritage Inventory -Albemarle 
Hotel').
The footprint of the hotel is asymmetrical 
due to a neighbouring building abutting it on 
the east; James Bennie indented the floor plan 
by 600mm in the central section of the east 
façade to allow for a small external light atrium 
to bring natural light to the east windows. 
The west property boundary does not follow 
this same method as it sits along a permanent 
right of way to allow for service access to the 
buildings behind the Albemarle, which enabled 
the west façade to have unobstructed sunlight. 
Facing a narrow pedestrian service lane, the 
west façade was left unarticulated without 
ornamentation. Windows were located 
wherever they needed to be based on the 
original interior plans. Adjacent to the 
pedestrian lane were lots for three additional 
buildings as a vehicular right of way fronting 
Ghuznee Street; these lots make up the 
neighbouring site that is currently Glover Park 
(See Fig. 47). 
Right oF way
Fig. 47 albemaRle hotel Foot pRint & neighbouRing Right oF 
way
Fig. 48 View oF the albemaRle hotel FRom neighbouRing building
Fig. 49 pineapple Finals. 
the Vehicle FoR design 
The Albemarle, stickered with a Section 124 
notice (See Fig. 45) is faced with the threat 
of demolition or an extensive structural 
upgrade in order to survive. The Christchurch 
earthquakes impacted largely upon the historic 
hotel as the discussed desirability of heritage 
sites decreased. Prior to the 2010-2011 
earthquakes the hotel was valued as $1.45 
million.). Following the earthquakes, the Hotel 
went to auction in early 2012, where property 
developer Ian Cassels won the auction with 
his bid for $650,000; negotiations began from 
there to find an agreed price of $850,000. The 
plummet from $1.45 million to $850,000 is a 
dramatic example of the effect the Christchurch 
earthquakes have had on Wellington’s historic 
buildings (Schouten 23.05.12). 
The Albemarle, originally designed by James 
Bennie for Broadbent & Co. in 1905, has seen 
several changes in its building envelope and has 
internally witnessed a myriad of programmatic 
changes from a hotel to a brothel in the 
1960s, to a mineral spa in 1979, and back to 
a hotel again. The building once known as 
“Heaven, Hell and Petticoat Junction” remains 
a testament to the stories it has witnessed over 
time, displaying a narrative timeline within the 
walls and floors of the hotel where snippets 
of its entended past can be seen (Schouten 
23.05.12). 
Fig. 45 albemaRle hotel aFteR the cupola was RemoVed
Fig. 46 albemaRle hotel 2012
Fig. 44 (pg. 76-77) aRial shot oF 
the albemaRle hotel & gloVeR 
paRk by paul hillieR. (2012)
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Fig. 51 albemaRle Rendition oF the 
Renaissance Facade leVels two & 
thRee
The Corinthian columns are exaggerated with an extra segment 
inserted above the capitol pushing the whole column down. 
The hotel façade incorporates a pineapple as its decorative finals 
emulating the 17th and 18th century fixation with the pineapple 
as a symbol of hospitality (See Fig. 49). 
“In the 17th and 18th century the pineapple, because it 
was such a rare and exotic fruit, was seen as a symbol 
of hospitality and welcome. If you gave someone a 
pineapple you were being really hospitable. Also, sea 
captains home from trips to the tropics would fix a 
pineapple to the railings of their houses to announce 
their return and to welcome visitors. Therefore many 
buildings in London use pineapples as decoration, 
mainly as finials , such as Ham House, St Paul’s 
Cathedral and Lambeth Bridge” (Despoke).
The Albemarle’s historic façade is capped with octagonal tower 
and the restored copper cupola that sits on the roof (WCC, 
‘Heritage Inventory -Albemarle Hotel).
The following section ‘Layer Four discusses the existing spaces 
within the Albemarle hotel, and explores how the decaying 
nature of the hotel is ideally placed to house the program for the 
regional office of the New Zealand Historic Places Trust. 
A further exploration of the types of weathering evident within 
the Albemarle is explored in the following chapter ‘Layer Four: 
Programmatic explorations’.
Fig. 50 albemaRle Rendition oF the 
Renaissance Facade leVel one
At the time of construction the neighbouring Glover park 
did not exist; the land was used as a car park and prior 
to that it was occupied by small single-family homes. The 
Albemarle Hotel was designed as a typical row house 
building. These row house buildings were built during 
economic times when there was not much money available, 
yet there was a desire to emulate the buildings of Europe. 
As a result, they only economically emulated the front facades, 
and they often substituted concrete or brick/plaster for actual 
stone.
The street façade and cupola represent the bulk of the heritage 
significance for the hotel. The detailed façade is typical of many 
concrete or stone turn of the century New Zealand urban 
hotels, emulating neoclassical details typical of London hotel 
architecture. While built quite economically from concrete 
rather than stone, the façade incorporates Doric columns on 
the lower level, quasi-mannerist Ionic columns middle level 
and exaggerated Corinthian columns on the top level (See Fig. 
51 & 52). The Albemarle’s façade in fact displays a mixture of 
historic details that were popular at the time, the Renaissance 
column sequence with mannerist features, the ground floor 
Doric columns are missing the vertical grooves of a typical Doric 
column, and incorporate Art Deco dots beneath the capitols. 
Between the ground floor Doric columns and the first floor 
Ionic columns, there is a smaller squashed column that separates 
the two, appearing to support only the floor plate not the whole 
level. This squashed column pushes the Ionic column up, and 
the above Corinthian column pushes the Ionic column down 
so the Ionic column appears squat in comparison to the Doric 
and Corinthian columns. A true Ionic column typically displays 
a curved scroll or ‘rams head’; however the Albemarle portrays 
the Ionic scroll by depicting a plant or fern that curls over at the 
top in a Mannerist style. 
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This image begins to implicate the effects of an earthquake on the Albemarle. The 
images of the rubble were taken from photographs of damage to similar buildings 
from the Christchurch earthquake. The image introduces an exploration of the 
spider tie as a method of tying the façade back to the new structure in order to 
withstand seismic force. The drawing reiterates the importance of the façade as 
the only exterior wall to have been articulated by the architect (See Fig. 53).
The following section ‘Layer Four’ discusses the existing spaces within the Albemarle 
hotel, and explores how the decaying nature of the hotel is ideally placed to house 
the program for the regional office of the New Zealand Historic Places Trust. 
Fig. 53 pRotecting the Facade
This drawing in Figure 32 explores the existing internal wall conditions within 
the hotel; the wall conditions especially evidence a large part of the hotel’s 
history. The partially demolished interior timber framed walls reveal the 
traditional construction methods of lath and plaster, and the rough nature of the 
wall conditions evidences the on-going destruction of due to partially completed 
demolitions. The peeling of the paint, exposed aging brick, and scuffs on the walls 
hint at the different uses the hotel has witnessed, from a hotel to a brothel, to a 
day spa, and back to a hotel again. The exploded axonometric highlights these wall 
conditions as something that is beautiful and a quality that should be celebrated 
rather than covered up. The drawing exposes the wall conditions in the same way 
that this thesis argues for the display of decaying elements (See Fig. 52).
Fig. 52 disengaging the layeRs
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eXposed timbeR ceiling - leVel thRee
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T his section introduces the New Zealand Historic Places Trust (NZHPT) as the chosen program to re-inhabit the Albemarle Hotel. It analyses 
the existing headquarters of the NZHPT within the Antrim House, evaluating 
the current spatial configuration and use of space within the historic house. 
This section establishes the inadequacies of the Antrim House for the NZHPT 
organization, while also highlighting the importance of engaging the public 
with the functioning of the organization. This section concludes by analyzing the 
current spatial inefficiencies in the Antrim House, and the opportunities evident 
within the Albemarle to not only house the regional offices of the NZHPT, but 
also enhance its ability to evidence its character through its architecture. 
"For now had come that moment, that 
hesitation when dawn trembles and night 
pauses, when if a feather alight in the scale 
it will be weighed down. One feather, and the 
house, sinking, falling, would have turned and 
pitched downwards to the depths of darkness. 
In the ruined room, picnickers would have 
lit their kettles; lovers sought shelter there, 
lying on the bare boards; and the shepherd 
stored his dinner on the bricks, and the tramp 
slept with his coat round him to ward off 
the cold. Then the roof would have fallen; 
briars and hemlocks would have blotted out 
path, step and window; would have grown, 
unequally but lustily over the mound, until 
some trespasser, losing his way, could have told 
only by a red-hot poker among the nettles, or 
a scrap of china in the hemlock, that here once 
some one had lived; there had been a house."
ViRginia woolF, to the lighthouse (time passes, 9)
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antRim house 1905-2012
Antrim House and the surrounding estate is one of the only surviving merchant’s 
homes in the inner city (WCC 'Antrim House'). Set in amongst the surrounding 
high-rise office blocks of Boulcott Street, Lambton Quay and the Terrance, 
Antrim House has fully maintained its lush green estate with its neighbouring 
stables and conservatory.  Historic architects, Thomas Turnbull and Sons designed 
Antrim House (1904) for shoe manufacturer Robert Hannah founder of R. 
Hannah and Co (NZHPT 'Robert Hannah and his family'). The house with its 18 
original rooms displays an example of a typical Edwardian Italianate-style home 
for wealthy merchants. The family lived in the house until Robert Hannah’s 
death in 1930, at which time the Hannah family leased the house as an exclusive 
hotel until 1938 when the house was sold but continued as a private bed and 
breakfast (1938-1949). In 1949 the government acquired the house to be used 
as a Public Service Hostel until 1977. After becoming concerned for the historic 
house, the Government agreed that the house would be repaired and reinstated as 
the headquarters for the national office of the NZHPT.  An extensive three year 
refurbishment was conducted by the Ministry of Works before the NZHPT moved 
in on the 26th of May 1981(WCC 'Antrim House').
new Zealand histoRic places tRust 
The NZHPT was established by an Act of Parliament in 1954 and became an 
autonomous Crown Entity under the Crown Entities Act 2004. The NZHPT 
authority is sanctioned by the Historic Places Act 1993, and it is applied through 
local district plans (New Zealand Historic Places Trust). The national office for the 
NZHPT is currently housed in the Antrim House at 63 Boulcott Street, where they 
have a total of 31 staff working between the historic house, stables, conservatory 
and 15 staff in the neighbouring high-rise office building that functions as the 
Wellington regional office. While the Albemarle has a smaller gross floor area that 
is currently available to the NZHPT, the research experiment will test whether 
the new approach will facilitate a more economic use of space that still meets all 
the needs of the NZHPT.
The regional office of the NZHPT was chosen as an appropriate program 
to re-inhabit the historic Albemarle Hotel in order to test the design research 
imperatives of this thesis through the organization that represents New Zealand’s 
heritage. This thesis argues that the current NZHPT office in Antrim House 
represents what was described by Jennifer Hill as a false and reproduced heritage; 
due to its total restoration in 1977 by the Ministry of Works Antrim House was 
stripped back to its original 1905 condition, removing its ability to evidence its 
evolving history (NZHPT 'Robert Hannah and his family'). This thesis proposes 
that the NZHPT Wellington regional office be moved into the historic Albemarle 
Hotel after it is ‘restored’ in ways that evidence its rich, and on-going history. 
Most of Antrim house is not open to the public; located within the Albemarle, 
however, the NZHPT would have more opportunities to actively engage with the 
and facilitate the public’s understanding of the new attitudes of the NZHPT and 
the ideas they represent. In this capacity both the public and the NZHPT could 
witness the aging of the historic hotel. 
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Fig. 57 the antRim house main entRance
This reluctance to change or engage with the 
house has resulted in an extremely inefficient 
use of space within the house, causing the 
organization to be spread out over the house, 
stables, conservatory, and neighbouring office 
building. The small isolated offices that are 
separated by walls and rooms do not represent 
or enable the cooperative nature of the work 
within the NZHPT. Antrim House remains 
a private building with only the lobby on the 
ground floor open to the public. (See Fig. 56 
& 57) This is partly because Antrim House 
does not have enough space to accommodate 
the public. Because the original rooms have 
been maintained, there is only one meeting 
room with insufficient space for formal or 
informal meeting areas. This is an example of 
a historic building originally intended for a 
program that no longer exists; by placing a 
new contemporary program inside without 
reconsidering the interior layout, difficulties 
occur; and by remaining a private building the 
NZHPT is further preventing the house from 
revealing its history to the public. 
Fig. 55 the antRim house 2012. 
Fig. 56 the antRim house entRance lobby
antRim house 2012
The historic house has been returned to its 
original condition with the exception of the 
alterations made to the first floor and staircase 
following a fire in 1940, which saw the ornate 
finishes replaced with art deco cornices and 
simplified flush doors (NZHPT 'Robert 
Hannah and his family').This thesis argues that 
the constant maintenance of aging buildings 
is the cosmetic surgery of architecture; the 
house has become a ghost of its former self, 
trying too hard to remain young. This thesis 
argues that age does not diminish beauty but 
can be considered to enhance it over time. The 
NZHPT national office occupies the house in 
a way that seems obligatory. No changes have 
been made to the house; each separate room 
has been given an isolated program that denies 
a holistic plan or function for the organization. 
Offices and large filing cabinets are crammed 
into rooms, hiding historic details, without 
considering how the house might dictate the 
layout and occupation of each room. Although 
the NZHPT has operated out of the house since 
1988, it remains a stranger to the house. The 
NZHPT appears to be intent on maintaining 
the house to the extent that it is reluctant to 
engage with it, freezing the house in time, like a 
preserved flower incapable of living out its life, 
deprived of the ability to share its stories with 
its visitors. 
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Fig. 59 the antRim house public & pRiVate spaceFig. 58 the antRim house pRogRam analysis
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Fig. 62 the antRim house gRound FlooR spatial analysis
Fig. 61 the antRim house leVel one spatial analysis
Current Program Analysis 




Bathrooms: 20 m2 
Storage: 0
Staff and Support Areas: 59 m2 
Library/ Archive: 110 m2 
Total area: 777 m2 
Reduced program to regional office
Offices (20 staff members): 68.5 m2 
Circulation: 86m2
Admin: 20m2
I.T:  25 m2
Bathrooms: 22 m2  
Storage: 15 m2
Staff and Support Areas: 20 m2 
Library/ Archive: 90 m2 
Public Space: 161 m2 
Room for expansion: 200 m2
Total area: 507.5m2 
Total area of the Albemarle: 540m2
Total area (with room for renovation): 747.5m2
Net Land Area of the Albemarle: 251m2
Fig. 60  the antRim house - oRiginal south east eleVation  
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Fig. 63 the albemaRle lobby ceiling - gRound FlooR 
Fig. 64 the albemaRle FRont sitting Room - gRound FlooR 
Fig. 65 the albemaRle histoRic staiR - gRound FlooR  
oppoRtunities FoR the nZhpt-
gRound FlooR  
The ground floor of the hotel has been 
moderately maintained with only a few 
moments of decay visible through the restored 
finishes. The historic lobby ceiling has been 
stripped to reveal watermarks and staining 
on the exposed lath (See Fig.63), the historic 
timber stair has been stripped and shows 
multiple layers of paint from different errors 
(See Fig.65) and the front sitting room (See 
Fig.64), patina can be seen on the embossed 
copper panelling in the lobby. The ageing of the 
copper panelling in the lobby suggests that if it 
were not for the renovation of the ground floor 
in 2006, oxidization of the copper would also 
be evident in the restaurant space (See Fig.69), 
where the panelling is currently painted white.
This thesis argues that in the case of the 
Albemarle, the ground floor could remain at 
its current level of refurbishment. It is the most 
historic in its detailing and reasonably well 
maintained. The ground floor is an example 
of a classification C1 space that has ‘little or 
no weathering or decay’ and therefore should 
be ‘fully restored to the original historic 
conditions’. The ground floor could be open to 
the public, enabling the public to witness both 
the refurbished and aging aspects of the hotel. 
The refurbished ground floor rooms show what 
domestic life was like in 1905, contrasting with 
the aging elements on upper levels that reveal the 
layers of history and on-going transformations 
witnessed by the hotel over its lifetime. 
 
T he photographic journey conducted in this section ascends through the hotel, presenting the argument for the celebration of decay within New 
Zealand’s historic buildings, presenting the areas that fall into the categorical 
definitions and approaches established previously. This section then explores the 
opportunities for incorporating the programmatic requirements of the NZHPT 
within the historic Albemarle Hotel, retaining much of the weathering already 
evident in the hotel, and assigning functions to spaces according to the needs of 
the NZHPT. 
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oppoRtunities FoR spaces FoR the 
nZhpt-leVel one
Level One begins to evidence the layers of 
history within the historic hotel; it evidences 
the peeling of paint of the hotel days, the 
shedding wallpaper from the brothel days and 
water marks from the days when the historic 
building was a mineral spa; the wall linings and 
ceiling linings form a timeline of history that 
the hotel has witnessed. 
Levels One and Two are partially demolished, 
and repairing them to the original conditions 
such as that proposed for the ground floor 
would be expensive. In accordance with 
the thesis proposed classification evaluation 
system, levels 01 and 02 represent classification 
C2 spaces that should ‘retain the transforming 
layered conditions and integrate historic and 
new elements’, maintaining as much of the 
weathered conditions possible within the 
context of returning the levels to a habitable 
condition. 
The large open space shown in Figure 75 has 
the potential to be a meeting/boardroom for 
hire by the public or used by the NZHPT office. 
The ‘bedrooms’ along the west wall remain 
partially intact, separated by deteriorating 
walls without linings, such as that in Figure 70. 
The partially demolished walls could function 
as a visual filter providing some privacy, but 
retaining the visual connection with the wider 
office. 
Fig. 70 the albemaRle eXposed lath - leVel one  
Fig. 71  the albemaRle wateR maRks - leVel one 
Spaces G2 & G6 have the potential to house 
a café and open seating spaces for the public, 
creating a space that functions as an extension 
of Glover Park for those wishing to sit inside on 
a rainy day, encouraging a relationship between 
the people of the park, the people of the café 
and the employees of the NZHPT. The ground 
level space to the rear of the hotel (G9) could 
potentially be opened up to the park including 
the existing outdoor toilet block (G10), 
providing toilets for the NZHPT and park 
dwellers alike. 
Existing spaces recommended to be maintained 
as spaces of classification C1:
G1. Lobby
G2. Café Space/ Public Park Extension 
G3. Main Access Stair 
G4. Fire Place/ Bathroom
G5. Store
G6. Café Space/ Public Park Extension
G7. Kitchen
G8. Outdoor Public Space
G9. Existing Historic toilet block
Fig. 66 the albemaRle spatial key - gRound FlooR 
Fig. 67 the albemaRle FiReplace - gRound FlooR 
Fig. 68 the albemaRle stoRe Room - gRound FlooR  
Fig. 69 the albemaRle oRiginal RestauRant -  
gRound FlooR  
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Fig. 76 the albemaRle spatial key - leVel two 
Fig. 77 the albemaRle eXposed timbeR, lath & paint - 
leVel two 
Fig. 78 the albemaRle peeling paint - leVel two 
oppoRtunities FoR spaces FoR the 
nZhpt -leVel two  
Level Two is also classified by this thesis as a 
C2 space; the potential spatial layout on this 
level could be similar to that on the first floor, 
incorporating open plan office, meeting and 
staff spaces. The level of decay within the hotel 
increases on progressively higher floors; the 
photographs show the drastic change in decay 
from Levels One to Two, which can be assumed 
to be a by-product of the third floor extension, 
or the larger area of decay on this level could be 
attributed to the mineral spas introduced into 
the hotel in 1979.
One of the advantages of the approach to 
historic buildings developed by this thesis 
is that partially missing walls, as aspects of 
the history of the building, invite more open 
plan approaches. The current main problem 
with Antrim House is that it does not offer 
this option. The approach proposed by this 
thesis explores spatial definitions not ‘privacy’ 
to enable the employees of the NZHPT to 
engage in an open plan environment that 
invites both private and group activities. 
This thesis achieves spatial definitions by: 
retaining half demolished walls, retaining half 
demolished ceiling conditions, utilizing the 
ordering expression of the existing beams, 
utilizing the ordering expression from the 
new lateral bracing. The new lateral bracing 
is implicated in the same spatial resolutions 
as the retention of half demolished walls. 
 
Furthermore, the smaller ‘hotel room’ 
size spaces would provide a more 
efficient use of space for an office than 
the grand bedrooms of Antrim House. 
The partially demolished and decaying nature 
of this level enables visitors to understand its 
history, and the removal of walls potentially 
allows Level One to function as an open plan 
office that encourages group work within the 
office, remedying the isolated nature of the 
current office layout in the Antrim House. 
The original hallway remains in a partially 
demolished state; this could provide some 
spatial separation for the office workers (See 
Fig. 74).  
One of the beautiful aspects of having the 
ground floor in its original state is that when 
the surviving furnishings such as the copper 
light switches (See Fig. 73) are revealed on the 
half-demolished walls of level One and Two, the 
occupant can realize what part of the history 
they come from. The ground floor creates an 
exciting historic benchmark for the origin, and 
the upper levels tell the story that follows the 
historic origin.
F1. Office 




F6. Meeting/ Boardroom 
F7. Library/ Archive 
F8. Open Plan Office Space
Fig. 72 the albemaRle spatial key - leVel one 
Fig. 73 the albemaRle oRiginal coppeR light switches -  
leVel one 
Fig. 74 the albemaRle hallway & staiR - leVel one 
Fig. 75 the albemaRle noRth Facing Room - leVel one 
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This thesis considers the rich range of op-
portunities that are suitable for these varying 
existing site conditions. The rooftop extension 
is a space that has the potential to enable a 
contemporary new use as a part of the hotel’s 
new history, creating a progressive transition 
from maintained heritage on the ground floor, 
aging and evidencing of decay as a means of 
witnessing history on Levels One and Two, and 
a space of new contemporary design on Level 
Three (rooftop extension). 
T1. New Use
T2. New Use
T3. Outdoor Space Over Looking Glover Park
T4. New Use
T5. Cupola 
T6. New Use – Water pipes visible in photo 
Fig. 79 the albemaRle spatial key - leVel thRee 
Fig. 80 the albemaRle eXposed timbeR ceiling - leVel thRee 
Fig. 81 the albemaRle coopeR cupola - leVel thRee 
They all act together to invite programming to expand or contract while not 








oppoRtunities FoR spaces FoR the nZhpt -leVel thRee 
The roof extension added to the hotel in 1906 (one year after the initial 
construction was completed) is hidden from below by the thick exterior walls, 
and as a result many people may not know this space exists on the top of the hotel. 
Figures 83 & 84 show the partially demolished walls on the third floor that expose 
the original parapet embedded within the aging secondary walls. It is through this 
detail that rainwater has penetrated into the original walls and began to encourage 
the decay process from the top of the hotel down. The half level opens out to 
the roof terrace, cupola and views of the neighbouring Glover Park. The rooftop 
space is considered by this thesis as a classification C3 space or one that invites 
the total transformation to a completely new contemporary space because it is 
severely damaged (and causing further damage below) and has no valuable historic 
elements of notice. It could be transformed into a completely new contemporary 
space with potential to function as space for exhibits and functions; the roof is 
most likely a place an architect would redesign for outdoor use (See Fig. 81).
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The concepts explored by the case study: 
Mint complex, which protects fragile aspects 
of decay, could be applied to areas shown in 
figures 49 and 50 on Level One, and more 
extensively applied to Level Two where 
the areas of weathering are more extensive 
(See Fig. 77 & 78). Again these techniques will 
be applied in ways that enable spatial definition 
to occur. On Levels One and Two the structural 
members splice through the existing historic 
walls and floors at a regular frequency that 
creates a rhythmic ordering system from which 
spatial configurations can be placed within (this 
is further explored in ‘Layer Five’ See Fig. 107).
The concepts of the Mint complex appear 
different on each level; they are applied in 
a respectful manner on the Ground Level 
and more obvious penetrations appear as the 
structural intervention ascends up through the 
hotel, finally arriving at the third floor level 
where this thesis proposes a full contemporary 
transformation the classification C3 space.
Fig. 84 the albemaRle wateR damaged wall - leVel thRee 
Fig. 85 the albemaRle oRiginal paRapet - leVel thRee 
This thesis proposes that the treatment of 
the historic Albemarle Hotel vary vertically 
between all levels in accordance with the clas-
sification system suggested in ‘Layer One’. The 
concepts explored in the Castelvecchio, where 
traces of weathering are robust, could be ap-
plied to one or two places on the ground level 
where small traces of weathering can be found 
(the ground level will remain predominantly 
maintained); and more vigorously applied 
to Level One where the weathering is more 
evident such as that in figure 70. Techniques 
observed in the Castelvecchio can be adapted 
to suit the Albemarle that assist in spatial defini-
tion of the open plan office. For example, the 
insertion of a new raised floor could signify 
where the historic corridor was previously lo-
cated, but was removed to facilitate the new 
open plan office layout for the NZHPT. 
Fig. 82 ,the albemaRle peeling paint - leVel thRee
Fig. 83 the albemaRle eXisting RooF top space -  
leVel thRee 
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Beyond the façade  132
Structural Rhythm  133
Fig. 86 (pg. 106-107) eXisting albemaRle 
peeling paint - leVel two
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T his Chapter presents the design research case study experiment explored by this thesis; the research intervention tests new approaches 
to engaging with New Zealand’s 19th and 20th century historic buildings 
currently under threat from elective demolition or earthquake damage. A new 
approach is proposed that explores techniques of laterally bracing New Zealand’s 
earthquake prone buildings in ways that become affordable by exposing the 
structural elements, while also exposing the layers of weathering as a means of 
evidencing a building’s on-going history. This thesis challenges the exposed seismic 
intervention to act as a space-defining tool that facilitates the incorporation of 
new contemporary programs, thereby further enabling the historic building to 
become a viable investment in the 21st century. 
"Slowly and painfully, with broom and 
pail, mopping, scouring, Mrs McNab, 
Mrs Bast, stayed the corruption and 
the rot; rescued from the pool of Time 
that was fast closing over them now a 
basin, now a cupboard; fetched up from 
oblivion all the Waverley novels and a 
tea-set one morning; in the afternoon 
restored to sun and air a brass fender 
and a set of steel fire-irons. George, 
Mrs Bast’s son, caught the rats, and 
cut the grass. They had the builders. 
Attended with the creaking of hinges 
and the screeching of bolts, the 
slamming and banging of damp-swollen 
woodwork, some rusty laborious 
birth seemed to be taking place, as the 
women, stooping, rising, groaning, 
singing, slapped and slammed, upstairs 
now, now down in the cellars. Oh, they 
said, the work!"
ViRginia woolF, to the lighthouse (time passes, 9)
Fig. 88 design deVelopment: Facade & RooF eXploRationFig. 87 design deVelopment eXpeRiments
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seismic design eVolution 
The sketch designs were initiated following a critical evaluation of the vulnerable 
Albemarle Hotel, identifying not only the degree and types of weathering within 
the hotel but also the seismic resisting techniques required to bring the hotel up 
to the latest building code requirements for lateral bracing, exploring how those 
conditions can be resolved so that their exposed nature complements both the 
contemporary and historic materials. This thesis applies the techniques discussed 
in Charleson’s book Seismic Design for Architects to inform the evaluation of the 
Albemarle’s existing seismic resisting strength. The evaluation identified that 
the hotel has inefficient lateral resisting strength in both the longitudinal and 
transverse directions; and it has little to no floor diaphragm system that is vital 
to the transporting of lateral load to the foundations; and the brittle nature of 
the brick masonry exterior walls (including the heritage façade) has insufficient 
flexibility and connection strength to resist crumbling in the event of an 
earthquake. 
Having identified the urgent requirement to laterally brace the earthquake-prone 
heritage buildings in New Zealand, a new approach to seismic bracing is proposed; 
the research intervention explores the application of theories by Scarpa, Kahn, 
and Miss, along with approaches tested in case studies by Scarpa, Arturo Franco 
Office, FJMT Architects, Miss and Hamilton. It combines the approaches discussed 
in ‘Layer Two: Assimilating architecture & installation art’ to develop a multifaceted 
approach to meeting the complex needs of the design research problem. The 
Albemarle Hotel was selected as the research site because it presents many of 
the varying conditions of New Zealand’s heritage buildings, and it possesses a 
diversity of spaces and degrees of weathering that allow the testing of the three 
categories of contemporary ‘renovation’ identified in the ‘Layer One: History, theory 
& poetic stratification’: 
•	 Maintained	original	heritage	spaces	on	the	ground	floor;	
•	 Aging	 and	 weathering	 transformed	 spaces	 on	 levels	 01	 and	 02	 that	
evidence the continual metamorphic development of the hotel throughout 
history; 
•	 Finally	it	recognizes	level	03	as	an	area	that	invites	a	new	contemporary	
intervention and new use to represent today’s architectural expression as a viable 
representation of tomorrow’s history, adding a current layer to the on-going 
sedimentation process, and validating the Albemarle in the 21st century. 
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Fig. 93 new moment FRame stRuctuRe
Fig. 91 eXisting FootpRint showing 
tRipaRtite Zones 
Fig. 94 new moment FRame showing 
lateRal moVement
Fig. 92 eXisting FootpRint 
showing new moment FRame 
toRsional Rotation 
The size and asymmetrical layout of the 
footprint suggest that four frames be placed 
along the longitudinal axis and four on the 
transverse axis; however the design experiment 
was further developed to employ eight frames 
along the longitudinal axis and four on the 
transverse axis; this move was made to reduce 
the size of the structural members and increase 
the rhythmic ordering system created by the 
structural members.
Following exploration of the most efficient 
moment frame systems (illustrated in Fig. 
89-94), the design research process further 
explored non-traditional methods of lateral 
bracing such as those discussed in Moments 
of Resistance. The authors explore theoretical 
projects to discuss alternative applications of 
exposed structure such as a structural steel skin 
that is fixed to brick masonry or the application 
of polished steel ties that take on a decorative 
aesthetic until their application as seismic 
resisting elements is required. This theoretical 
exploration of exposing seismic bracing 
challenged the moment frame system not only 
to act as lateral bracing but also to contribute 
to the historic site in an aesthetic and spatial 
sense. The design research experiment then 
looked to the case studies explored in ‘Layer 
Two: Assimilating architecture & installation art’ 
as a means of further achieving the design 
imperatives within the site chosen. 
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Fig. 89 eXisting FootpRint  showing 
stRuctuRal gRid lines 
Fig. 90 eXisting FootpRint  
showing toRsional Rotation 
In order to improve the seismic strength of 
the unreinforced masonry walls of the historic 
Albemarle Hotel, the author embarked on a 
series of meetings with engineer Sean Gledhill, 
Technical Director at Aurecon. At these 
meetings, the architect and engineer discussed 
the building’s proposed use, and considered 
various techniques currently being employed to 
strengthen Wellington’s unreinforced masonry 
building stock.  The recomended solution to 
earthquake brace the Albemarle Hotel required 
lateral stiffness and robust connectivity to the 
perimeter URM walls to form an appropriate 
and cost-effective solution. By integrating 
techniques suggested by Charleson and the 
informed critique from Gledhill, the structural 
design experiments took on the viable and 
practical application of a two-way steel 
moment resisting frame system. The frames 
connect to existing vertical elements and allow 
the floor space to be unimpeded by vertical 
structure. The frames are spliced up through 
and re-support the floors, whilst affording 
good connectivity to the URM walls. These 
systems enable the historic hotel to effectively 
transfer lateral loads to the foundations with 
anchors resisting tension loads, targeting to 
lift the building’s seismic resistance out of the 
earthquake prone building category. 
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The final moment frame seismic intervention design acknowledges the tripartite 
nature of the original floor plan, divided into three zones; because the building 
footprint steps in at the central zone, there is an opportunity in this area to 
place the columns outside the building envelope. Zone one and three are braced 
internally and zone two (the central zone) is braced externally. The columns 
described in the following chapter as tri-flange columns line the north and south 
facades along gridlines 01 and 12 providing increased stiffness to the vulnerable 
heritage façade and greater seismic resistance at the two anchors of the historic 
hotel. These columns are spliced up through the floors to re-support the floors, 
whilst affording good connectivity to the URM walls. These larger columns are 
also placed on the exterior of zone two, applying compression to the central 
zone, and enabling the new west façade intervention to be cantilevered from the 
external structure. In addition to the vertical elements the moment frame system 
requires adequate floor diaphragm systems to transfer the lateral load between 
the vertical elements. The seismic intervention incorporates cruciform beams 
along all transverse gridlines and flat steel cross bracing shown in Figure 96; 
this new floor diaphragm system sits below the existing exposed timber floors, 
enabling the raw timbers to remain as a testament to the hotel’s history whilst the 
contemporary diaphragm will take the lateral load in the event of an earthquake. 
Fig. 95 dRawn discussions with engineeR sean gledhill
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Façade intervention cantilevered 
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Fig. 96 Final bRacing plan 
bRacing plan - the albemaRle
NTS
bRacing plan - contempoRaRy Facade
On the roof the moment frame system follows the pitched roof of the ‘shed-like’ 
extension sitting between the existing exposed timber roof joists. The research 
intervention has been designed so that if the roof shed is removed in the future to 
allow for a new contemporary space, then the remaining moment frame system 
will emulate the previous roof shape, thereby telling the story of the dilapidated 
rooftop extension. 






facilitate multiple programmatic or occupational engagements without necessarily 
dividing spaces into separate rooms.. 
The design explores the notion that the same instituted ordering system derived 
from the requirement for lateral bracing can also become an ordering system 
that invites open plan and semi-enclosed typologies of occupancy, establishing a 
modular pattern within the interior that both defines space and recognizes the 
on-going process of decay and weathering as an important part of the history of 
the Albemarle. The design experiment further explores how theories of layering 
through a contemporary seismic intervention, as discussed in ‘Layer One’, can 
further our engagement with the on-going narrative of the historic hotel.
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the sisteR Facade 
Having identified a seismic system that seismically braces the historic hotel whilst 
implicating itself as a contemporary layer that actively participates as one of the 
exposed layers of history, this thesis then began to explore how the structural 
intervention might actively and sensitively reveal aspects of the history of the 
hotel by referencing the story behind the footprint of the hotel. As discussed 
in ‘Layer Three’, architect James Bennie designed the asymmetrical footprint of 
the hotel with an indent along the east façade to allow for sunlight to reach the 
east windows; this asymmetrical footprint shifts the centre of mass away from 
the centre of resistance which potentially can cause a higher degree of torsion 
under earthquake loading. For this reason the new lateral bracing system must 
also shift at the point where the footprint indents. In order to brace the hotel 
efficiently, a decision was made to divide the floor plan into three segments. The 
new design intervention evolved to brace each zone individually, the three zones 
are then connected using perimeter PFC beams so that the three zones moves as 
one single system under lateral load; but caters to the unique tripartite nature 
of the footprint without creating weak points in the system. The central zone is 
braced from the outside in, and the two end anchor zones are braced internally 
(See Fig. 92). By placing the moment frame columns for the central zone on the 
exterior of the west façade, the occupants of the park can witness the division of 
the hotel into three zones, revealing the unique and quirky nature of the hotel; 
this also allows the central zone on the ground floor to remain uninterrupted by 
structural elements.
At this point the design experiment began to explore how the seismic intervention 
could not only appear on the west façade as a means of reflecting the nature of the 
indented east façade, but could simultaneously provide a new façade condition to 
the blighted west façade. 
Fig. 97 peRspectiVe View oF the contempoRaRy Facade & albemaRle hotel 
FRom ghuZnee stReet 
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Fig. 99 peRspectiVe View oF the contempoRaRy Facade FRom gaRRett stReet  
The design research experi-
ment tests Scarpa’s notion of 
stratification by inviting the 
façade to act as a separate con-
temporary layer, disengaged 
from the heritage fabric; the 
space between the façade and 
the historic hotel instigates a 
discourse between the old and 
the new (See Fig. 98). 
The final design of the façade 
layer is the result of an itera-
tive process (See Fig. 99) that 
examined the relationship 
between the hotel and the 
park, and the relationship 
between the intervention 
and the façade including the 
heritage north façade, the 
blighted west façade, the west 
elevation and the roof shed. 
The resulting contemporary 
façade treatment opens the 
central zone of the historic 
hotel out to the park, provid-
ing more natural light to the 
interior, a visual connection 
with the park, disabled access, 
a secondary stair and elevator 
access to all floors. 
Fig. 98 peRspectiVe View oF the contempoRaRy Facade FRom gloVeR paRk 
Due to the development of 
Glover Park and the exposed 
nature of the west façade, the 
Albemarle now has two main 
facades, the north façade with 
the ornamental decorations 
discussed in ‘Layer Three’, 
and the west façade with its 
windows that relate only to 
the original rooms rather than 
street aesthetic. The design 
experiment explored how 
a new contemporary façade 
condition might be derived 
from the requirement for 
lateral bracing, and how the 
notion of façade as a spatial 
edge condition can begin to 
address some of the complex 
service issues facing the 
Albemarle Hotel such as the 
contemporary requirement 
for disabled access and a 
secondary egress stair. 
By placing the lateral bracing 
of the hotel’s central zone 
on the exterior, the seismic 
intervention facilitates 
the introduction of a new 
contemporary façade. 
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in his projects for the U.S. Consulate and Salk Institute. The façade intervention also looks to the 
work of Mary Miss to implicate her use of materials with varying transparency to define space, 
layering scenes and partitions as space defining-tools that allow the visitor to enter the façade, 
not from the centre, but through the space between the layers. The façade also considers Scarpa’s 
method of re-orientation to align the occupant with the rhythm of the layers when transitioning 
through the façade into the historic hotel. 
The façade mirrors the indented east façade by stepping out where the east façade is recessed, 
revealing the original historic asymmetrical condition of the hotel to the dwellers of the park. The 
new façade sits as a new contemporary series of layers disengaged from the historic hotel to allow 
the intervention to act as a separate element to the existing historic ‘row house’. Comprised of a 
series of layers or planes of glass, mesh and steel the façade intervention filters and distorts the light 
entering the hotel, creating a distortion of light inspired by Kahn ‘wrapping ruins around buildings’ 
Fig. 100 peRspectiVe plan View oF the new Facade inteRVention
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Fig. 102 the contempoRaRy stRuctuRal inteRVention pResented as a maRy miss installation Fig. 101 Veiled landscape (1979) by maRy miss
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Fig. 103 the contempoRaRy Facade inteRVention 
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Figure 102 shows the structural intervention and façade design experiment as a 
Mary Miss exploration, both this thesis and Miss’s Veiled Landscape (1979) explore 
the notion of the façade. Both projects speak of layers and veils that the visitor 
must transition through to approach the subsequent layer veils, enabling them to 
witness multiple veils, transforming the experience as the visitor transitions from 
one veil to the next. The façade investigation explored how a rhythmic structural 
ordering system and series of veils can implicate spatial ordering and spatial 
experiences. However, this experiment differs from Miss’s explorations since it 
demands habitability. The design evolved so that the façade was able to take on 
programmatic functions required to meet building code that historic buildings 
never anticipated. These new functions now reside within the contemporary 
veiled façade intervention, including disabled access to all levels, a secondary 
egress stair, and an elevator.
Figure 104 shows the existing vertical and horizontal circulation for the hotel, 
with the historic stair in the central zone of the footprint, and the horizontal 
circulation paths running down the centre of the hotel.  Figure 105 shows the 
contemporary facade and the additional circulation needs it provides for the 
Hotel. Sitting adjacent to the existing historic timber stair, the new facade 
provides disabled access to all levels and a secondary egress stair, whilst providing 
more natural sunlight to the interior. 
Existing vertical & horizontal circulation of the Albemarle 
New vertical & horizontal circulation within the contemporary facade intervention 
Existing vertical & horizontal circulation of the Albemarle 
New vertical & horizontal circulation within the contemporary facade intervention 
Fig. 104 eXisting VeRtical & hoRiZontal ciRculation oF the albemaRle hotel
Fig. 105 new VeRtical & hoRiZontal ciRculation within the contempoRaRy Facade 
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The current progression of weathering increases as the visitor ascends through the 
hotel’s levels. Level three, an addition to the original hotel design, with extensive 
water damage and no notable heritage characteristics, is identified as a classifica-
tion C3 space that facilitates the transformation into a contemporary space. This 
thesis proposes that the east and west walls and roof structure be retained whist 
the south and north external walls and internal space provide the opportunity for 
a future architect to develop the space to represent today’s architectural layer in 
the on-going layering of time-related stratification within the hotel. Additionally 
level three has access to the roof terrace and copper cupola as a space that can be 
integrated into the rooftop extension. 
Through this proposed progression ascending the historic Albemarle hotel, the 
occupant can experience all three categories of heritage spaces from maintained 
on the ground floor, to the retention of the transforming layered conditions and 
the integration of historic and new on levels one and two, and finally the occupant 
discovers level three as a contemporary space capable of representing today’s 
contemporary architectural expression.
stRuctuRal Rhythm
Seismic Design for Architects suggests that the best possible seismic resisting 
structure is homogeneous both in the vertical structure and in the mass of the 
building. Torsion occurs when the centre of resistance (CoR) is not aligned with 
the centre of mass (CoM). “When a building twists, the columns furthest away 
from the CoR suffer serious damage due to excessive torsion-induced horizontal 
deflections” (Charleson 2008) (See Fig. 90 & 92). This principle of torsion requires 
that lateral bracing elements to establish a rhythmic ordering system, placing 
structural elements at regular intervals throughout the space to resist lateral load 
effectively. The asymmetrical nature of the Albemarle led to the division of the 
footprint into three zones each braced individually to provide seismic resistance 
effectively to each zone and to combat the effect of torsion on the structure. 
beyond the Facade
The ground floor of the Albemarle displays typical characteristics of a heritage 
site that this thesis identifies as a classification C1 space that should continue to 
be maintained as a means of evidencing its original life in the early 1900s. The 
material finishes of this level have been well maintained as discussed in the Layer 
Four’; with little cost or change to the heritage characteristics, the ground floor 
can be converted into a space for the public such as a café or restaurant. This thesis 
proposes that the only elements of the structural intervention to be visible on 
this level are the columns in anchor zones one and three that penetrate through 
the ceiling and down to the foundations, not unlike the Mint case study where 
structure passes through historic walls and floors as a means of explaining that 
the structural elements are not historic. The structure emulates the intention 
to maintain this level in its current historic state. As mentioned above zone two 
or the central zone is uninterrupted by these columns as it is braced externally, 
enabling the façade intervention to penetrate the original restaurant space on the 
west façade, thereby providing a secondary entrance to the historic space that 
enables disabled persons to enter and appreciate the beautiful qualities of the 
heritage hotel. 
Levels one and two portray the beautiful elements of weathering that originally 
stimulated this author’s interest in layering and the preservation of layering as a 
means of evidencing history. The half eroded nature of these two levels did not 
come from water damage but from a process of renovation that was terminated 
before completion; levels evidence layers of peeling paint from the brothel on 
top of wall paper on top of the lath and plaster of the original hotel and the aging 
brick of the exterior walls. This thesis proposes that these spaces be treated in a 
similar fashion to the Warehouse 17C and Scarpa’s Castelvecchio where the layers 
of weathering and decay or partial demolition are exposed as beautiful aspects of 
the heritage site. Robust examples of decay can be evidenced through focus and 
framing as in the Castelvecchio; more fragile examples can be evidenced behind 
glass in the Warehouse 17C. Through the implementation of a rhythmic ordering 
system derived from the structural intervention and techniques observed in 
‘Layer Two’, levels one and two have the potential to organize such programmatic 
functions as the meeting rooms and office spaces for the NZHPT. 
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by Mary Miss or seen in Warehouse 17C. This image is intended as a suggestive 
implication of how the internal configuration of the Albemarle might be developed 
in the future beyond the exploration of this thesis. 
The intention of the design research experiment is to facilitate new contemporary 
programmatic or occupational engagements within the Albemarle that would 
allow it to progressively transform with new programs and be a viable investment 
in the 21st century. The design experiment advances the debate for the on-going 
evidencing of weathering in New Zealand’s historic sites. The exposed nature of 
the new structural system employs a rhythmic lateral bracing system to enable 
new use and suggests spatial divisions; whilst simultaneously providing a seismic 
intervention that protects the historic hotel from demolition. This thesis proposes 
planning experiments such as in figure 107 and 108 that suggest methods of how 
the structural intervention can enable future architects to configure the space 
for future users such as the NZHPT offices, drawing on the rhythmic system of 
structural elements as spatial defining elements. 
Fig. 106 stRuctuRal inteRVention as a Rhythmic oRdeRing deVice 
This thesis argues that the rhythmic ordering system of moment frames required 
to laterally brace the Albemarle Hotel provides an opportunity for interior open 
plan spatial arrangements. It proposes that the programmatic occupancy needs of 
the NZHPT can be implied by the rhythmic ordering system of the new structure 
without adding additional new walls. The structural system is divided into three 
zones, and within those zones bay lines introduce contemporary cruciform beam 
and tri-flange column junctions enabling spatial divisions to be experienced, and 
inviting program locations to be established within the bays or across multiple 
bays. The small 1.8-2m structural bays were designed intentionally to allow the 
size of the structural members to be reduced, resulting in smaller more frequent 
structural elements that enable a rhythmic ordering system to be developed within 
the internal space. The rhythmic system facilitates an open plan spatial arrangement 
system; for example zone one may be used as a meeting room or boardroom 
space, where gridlines 02 and 03 define the space for the large table. The space 
defined by gridlines 01 and 02, and 03 and 04 might define the seating space; such 
that office workers are aligned with the rhythmic nature of the contemporary 
structural elements, where the space between gridlines 02 and 03 might hold the 
meeting table. The rhythmic nature of the contemporary structure is different to 
the rhythmic nature of the historic beams. The two overlapping rhythmic ordering 
systems provide more flexibility when considering programmatic planning; 
functions can either align with the historic or contemporary rhythmic ordering 
systems. The ability to integrate these two systems not only allows the multiple 
layering of the tale to be told, but it also allows for far greater flexibility ultimately 
for the positioning of partitions or spatial divisions; and more importantly it 
intimates perceived spatial divisions without any walls or partitions.
Figure 107 is a programmatic suggestion of how the rhythmic nature of the 
contemporary structural intervention might translate Charleson’s suggestion of 
structure as a space-defining tool into pragmatic functional space for the NZHPT 
regional offices. Figure 107 shows the space defined by gridlines 08 and 09 in the 
centre zone as potential office space divided by a series of transparent partitions. 
Within this space the office workers can witness the layering of both the historic 
weathering materials and the contemporary structural and space defining 
elements; the contemporary structural elements act as a spatial divider, facilitating 
the opportunity for partitions of varying translucency such as those employed 
Double glazed panel with pre-cut & 
sealed connection points for spider joint 




























































































Custom cruciform beam clip to 300x90PFC 























































Corridor space between offices 

























Custom brass tri-flange collar 
Fig. 107 pRogRammatic eXploRation oF the Rhythmic oRdeRing deVice 
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I n order to prevent the elective demolition of New Zealand’s vulnerable heritage sites, this thesis challenges the current approach of completely 
‘restoring’ 19th-20th century historic buildings. This thesis argues that the 
combined costs of concealed lateral bracing and complete restoration initiatives 
are often untenable, particularly as these high costs are often used as rationales 
by developers to argue for the demolition of historic buildings, such as the 
issues currently facing the Harcourts building.  This thesis proposes techniques 
that structurally reinforce historic buildings while inviting the weathering of a 
historic building to remain as a testament to its history. As a result of the increased 
earthquake awareness, 266 of Wellington’s heritage buildings are now faced with 
the ultimatum to introduce lateral bracing to prevent earthquake damage, or face 
elective demolition. It has become apparent that many owners of heritage sites 
cannot afford to undertake a significant seismic strengthening project; and as a 
result New Zealand’s heritage may be lost to the forced hand of demolition for 
fear of potential earthquake damage rather than from the natural disaster itself. 
This thesis has examined issues now facing New Zealand’s heritage buildings, and 
explores more cost effective responses to lateral bracing and historic restoration 
including lateral bracing that can be inserted into heritage buildings in ways that 
reduce the cost of earthquake bracing and ultimately help prevent the demolition 
of New Zealand’s heritage buildings. 
peeling back
The complex set of issues facing New Zealand’s heritage buildings and the unique 
nature of each historic site suggest that the degrees of constraints and limitations of 
this thesis are highly site-specific; this thesis argues that the appropriate response 
to a heritage site should be based on the weathering conditions and the history 
that has occurred within each site. This thesis proposes a classification system 
to clarify the appropriate response to the varying conditions of  different zones 
within New Zealand’s heritage buildings, thereby allowing architects to suggest 
diverse approaches specific to the conditions of the building and the requirements 
of its new program. 
"At last, after days of labour within, 
of cutting and digging without, 
dusters were flicked from the 
windows, the windows were shut to, 
keys were turned all over the house; 
the front door was banged; it was 
finished."
Virginia Woolf, To The lighThouse (Time Passes, 9)
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The third limitation involved the varying degrees of weathering on each level 
of the Albemarle which enabled this thesis to explore all three proposed 
classifications of ‘renovation’ (from maintenance, to layered evidencing of old and 
new, to the addition of new contemporary interventions) within a single building. 
These conditions enabled this thesis to address the fact that most historic buildings 
are going to have a unique multiplicity of constraints; this thesis addressed this 
issue by applying approaches that invites adaptability of applications where the 
conditions within the heritage building also vary. As a result, the Albemarle Hotel 
takes different approaches on the east and the west façade, horizontally within the 
tripartite zones, and vertically through the three and a half levels.
The design research exploration considered several case studies with reference 
to how each issue facing the Albemarle might be addressed, and then proposed 
a new holistic approach to engaging New Zealand’s historic buildings, using 
a combination of approaches observed in each case study. Each case study was 
successful on important levels, but none of the case studies addressed all of the 
issues currently facing Wellington’s historic buildings. For example Warehouse 
17C presented decay as a positive aesthetic; however it never engaged the necessity 
for seismic strengthening elements, but looked to present and protect the fragile 
areas of decay within the warehouse. The research also applied techniques explored 
in Scarpa’s Casterlvecchio, which presented more robust forms of weathering 
that did not need protecting but demanded celebration; Scarpa achieved this by 
disengaging the old and the new within the historic castle. The research then 
applied techniques observed in the Mint complex to explore how the structure 
might slice through the existing historic elements; the combination of the two 
case studies suggests a new approach that both celebrates weathering and enables 
seismic reinforcing to identify itself within the historic building. 
This thesis argues that a cost effective and appropriate architectural response to 
New Zealand’s vulnerable heritage buildings lies in the development of an exposed 
lateral bracing method that not only answers the legislative requirements for 
earthquake resistance but simultaneously exposes itself as a contemporary layer 
of the on-going architectural sedimentation process, invites the beautiful nature 
of the weathering process within heritage structures to be retained, and develops 
a rhythmic structural ordering system that can assist in defining open plan spatial 
divisions for programmatic function such as those required by the NZHPT offices. 
In the case of the historic Albemarle Hotel several contextual limitations 
were presented as drivers to address the principal research questions. One 
limitation investigated was the exposed west façade, which raised the issue 
of defining a missing elongated side façade for the typical ‘row house’ building 
that never required a ‘designed’ side façade prior to the change in urban fabric. 
The insertion of such a façade in the traditional sense might be interpreted as 
damaging the nature of the historic ‘row house’, yet this façade was never 
meant to be seen. This unique condition led to the façade exploration inspired 
by Mary Miss’s architectural installations. The façade intervention tackles similar 
theoretical imperatives as those explored by Mary Miss such as her application 
of contemporary architectural elements to implicate historical meaning that may 
be void of nostalgic connotations. The new façade identifies the issue that the 
original design of the Albemarle never required a aesthetic west façade, whilst 
simultaneously suggesting that the new façade can be inhabited. Unlike Mary 
Miss’s explorations, the new contemporary façade is further engaged to invite 
missing service and circulation elements to find a meaningful place within the 
new intervention in ways that are not contradicting the historic nature of the 
Albemarle. The design exploration process developed a semi-translucent façade 
constructed from a series of veils of varying materials and opacities; this thesis 
proposes that all new contemporary requirements inhabit this new contemporary 
set of layers. They imply habitable space but also enable the façade to provide a 
secondary disabled access entrance to the historic hotel as a means of passing 
through these veils or layers. The new façade allows the visitor to enter the 
building parallel to the west façade in the same way as the visitor would enter 
through the original front door or pass down the original right of way. In this way 
the new façade becomes the neighbouring habitable space that is visually detached 
from the heritage building, incorporating additional vertical circulation that 
enables the internal space of the historic hotel to be engaged with a new function 
such as offices for the NZHPT.
Another limitation arose from the unique nature of the Albemarle’s footprint; 
the indent on the east façade and the right of way along the west façade resulted 
in an asymmetrical building footprint. The asymmetrical nature of the footprint 
formed a tripartite configuration that enables the contemporary lateral bracing 
columns to be placed on the exterior of the building in the central zone, where 
they support the insertion of the new entrance point and vertical circulation.
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in detail: looking beyond the thesis to the neXt steps
To further the exploration of contemporary new approaches to exposed moment 
frame lateral bracing systems, this thesis also explored alternative designs of 
moment frames using profile details more sympathetic to the concepts of layering 
and aspects of historic ornamentation. While these new ‘layered’ profiles would 
be too expensive for the current economic climate as custom-fabricated elements, 
it is argued that if they became mass-produced, they might constitute a viable 
replacement for the traditional, less sympathetic lateral bracing system. Scarpa’s 
work that deals with similar problems experimented with the relationship of the 
new and the old at a multiplicity of levels including the joint, the detail and the 
purpose design of structural profiles that engage with existing structures. 
“Scarpa evolved his joints not only as functional connections but also as 
fetishized celebrations of craft as an end in itself. This sense of ‘nearness’ 
to evoke Heidegger’s term, was not only expressed through Scarpa’s 
elaboration of the joint but also through patina and colour of delicate 
surface finishes, demanding highly specialized techniques” (Frampton 
331) 
These ‘alternative column/beam profile’ design experiments made a conscious 
decision not to use standard steel profiles but to explore methods of achieving 
the same seismic requirements through steel profiles that are elegant, subtle, and 
sensitive to the historic environment. The resulting steel elements would sit on, 
beside, under, above, or slice through the walls and floors of the weathering hotel 
in ways that celebrate the peeling paint and exposed patina, whilst simultaneously 
validating the structural elements as another layer of history in the on-going 
evidencing of history within the hotel.  
The design experiments demonstrate the argument for a site-specific adaptable 
approach to New Zealand’s heritage buildings, not just a generic model approach; 
it tests theories of layering and sedimentation as approaches that are able to 
address the complex set of conditions evident within New Zealand’s built heritage. 
This thesis is intended as an exploration of how vulnerable heritage buildings 
evidencing varying degrees, types and locations of weathering can be approached. 
By understanding the nature of these varying conditions, the design research 
experiment can be applied to other sites; for example, several heritage buildings 
in Christchurch, including the Christchurch Cathedral, are now missing parts of 
their original fabric due to earthquake damage and also require lateral bracing 
techniques in order to be re-inhabited. In such situations the design might explore 
how a new exposed seismic structural intervention can provide seismic resistance 
whilst simultaneously defining zones of programmable and habitable space to 
resolve the missing elements of the heritage building, employing a contemporary 
layer, derived from the structural intervention to allow the heritage building to 
become a cost-effective investment and prevent demolition, whilst also telling the 
story of the missing, damaged, or weathered elements of the historic building. 
This thesis explores the very real problems facing New Zealand’s 19-20th century 
buildings that inhabit the 21st century; it is evident through on-going newspaper 
publications that building owners in Wellington are confronted by the issues 
discussed in this thesis. This thesis was explored in order to tackle some of the 
moral and economic issues faced by heritage building owners; as a contemporary 
designer this author finds it imperative to work towards creating an identity for 
today’s architectural expression, whilst simultaneously arguing for the protection 
of New Zealand’s architectural forefathers.
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Fig. 112 cRuciFoRm beam to tRi-Flange column junction (see detail sheet 102)
The three zones of the tri-
partite hotel footprint could 
be braced uniquely with the 
tri-flange columns appearing 
along the north and south 
façade and in the central zone 
to provide the bulk of the seis-
mic resistance, allowing zones 
one and three to be braced by 
smaller cruciform columns. 
The combination of the tri-
flange and cruciform columns 
form a two-way moment 
frame system within the 
hotel. Following methods ob-
served in The Mint case study, 
the beams that provide a floor 
diaphragm for the moment 
frame system pass through the 
existing historic walls where 
necessary to allow for opti-
mum connection strength. 
Fig. 111 tRi-Flange column (see detail sheet 103)
Standard steel universal col-
umns (UC) in the moment 
frame were substituted in a 
design experiment wherein 
the profile of the steel 
column is manipulated to 
resonate with the expression 
of layering and stratification. 
The resulting column is 
comprised of three vertical 
prongs with a central web 
to stiffen the column; this 
move was made so that the 
column was less obtrusive, 
appearing as multiple thin 
layers in two directions 
rather than a major obstruc-
tion in all four directions. 
Instead of a solid web or 
flange visitors see three slen-
der vertical elements with a 
shadow falling between each 
vertical, thereby softening the 
impact of the columns’ pres-
ence in the historic hotel. The 
white powder-coated steel 
elements identify themselves 
as contemporary against the 
weathering hotel (See Fig. 
111). 
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Figure 112, 113 and 114 show 
the above-mentioned custom 
design profile of a moment 
frame, where cruciform 
beams and a system of cross 
braces are employed to create 
floor diaphragms that transfer 
the lateral load to the columns 
and down to the foundation. 
The exposed cruciform beams 
are also employed to reduce 
the impact of the structural 
intervention rather than the 
obtrusive and bulky nature of 
concealed beams. 
Fig. 114 cRuciFoRm beam to tRi-Flange column junction showing eXisting 
timbeR FlooR (see detail sheet 102)
On the Ground Floor these 
columns penetrate through 
the existing timber floor and 
continue down to the founda-
tions to disperse the lateral 
load; on Levels 1,2 and 3 the 
timber floor is disengaged 
from the column, enabling 
the negative space between 
the column and the floor 
to involve the occupant in 
the appreciation of both the 
old and the new elements. 
These exposed columns are 
the only proposed change 
to the ground floor as it 
aligns with the first category 
of restored heritage space; 
this thesis proposes that the 
ground floor continue to be 
maintained with the excep-
tion of the required lateral 
bracing.
Fig. 113 t section beam to tRi-Flange column junction (see detail sheet 102)
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To further advance the feasibility of the 
design research experiment, this thesis un-
derstands that explorations are needed into 
the insertion or upgrading of the existing 
heritage foundations. Heritage buildings of 
different eras require varying approaches to 
implementing seismic resisting foundations. 
This thesis chose not to explore this avenue, 
as its primary focus was solutions involving 
structural exposure above the ground; however 
it recognises that to completely reinforce the 
design research vehicle, new foundations will 
be required in most cases. There is also an op-
portunity for further design exploration of the 
planning experiments discussed in the ‘Layer 
Five: An exploration of contemporary layers’ in order 
to clarify how each space might be occupied by 
the NZHPT regional office in different configu-
rations.
Fig. 116 eXisting timbeR RooF and tRi-Flange steel RooF joist 
(see detail sheet 101)
This thesis recognises that the 
use of purpose designed struc-
tural members may be con-
sidered as less cost-effective; 
however as noted previously 
this thesis argues for a rethink-
ing of traditional approaches 
to seismic resistance, one that 
engages with the decaying his-
toric site, sanctifying both the 
contemporary elements and 
the decaying structure as posi-
tive aesthetics and simultane-
ously as space defining tools. 
For this reason this thesis im-
plemented the appearance of 
the custom structural mem-
bers and employed a standard 
application (moment frame 
system) to reduce the cost 
of this experimentation. This 
thesis proposes, however, that 
the explored custom steel sec-
tions might eventually become 
mass-produced in response 
to historic buildings thereby 
making the more elegant and 
subtle steel profiles more cost 
effective. 
Fig. 115 custom spideR glaZing detail (see detail sheet 104)
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Fig. 118 (pg. 150-151) detail sheet 101 RooF details
Fig. 119 (pg. 152-153) detail sheet 102 column details 01
Fig. 120 (pg. 154-155) detail sheet 103 column details 02
Fig. 121 (pg. 156-157) detail sheet 104 glaZing details 
New Zealand’s Construction Minister Maurice Williamson has estimated that the 
cost of raising the building code standard to 67 %  world be more than $12 billion 
over the next five years. He is argues that:
“We must ensure the earthquake-prone buildings system strikes an 
acceptable balance between protecting people from serious harm and 
managing the huge economic costs of strengthening or removing the 
most vulnerable buildings” (Rutherford et al.).
It is the hope of this author that following more research in the context of 
laterally bracing earthquake prone buildings, a new cost-effective approach 
to New Zealand’s heritage buildings will be adopted, that reveals the layered 
representation of New Zealand’s on-going history within our weathering heritage 
sites- including its contemporary history. The potential for earthquakes is an 
integral part of New Zealand’s history, and one that should be represented in 
both our contemporary and heritage architectural identity; the cost-effective 
expression of seismic elements within our heritage buildings ensures the survival 
of our built heritage for the next generation. 
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Fig. 117 detail section showing the Facade inteRVention 
Brick cladding on 20mm cavity batten on building 
wrap on new timber framing
Metal flashing to copper guttering and down pipe
Corrugated iron roofing on building wrap on 
plywood substrate
Exposed existing timber roof truss 




Brass tri-flange collar 
PFC 300x90
Opportunity for a new wall and contemporary 
space on the third floor 
Existing third floor wall 
Machine grade steel clips to PFC 300x90
900mm polished aluminium pipe handrail
50 x 100 Vertical aluminium mullion
Existing Jarrah bearer joist and floor boards
Façade intervention
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400mm Existing brick wall below
Double glazed pannel for facade intervention
M20 hardware 
Brass collar for tri-flange column
300 Existing brick wall above
Façade intervention
Existing Jarrah bearer joist and floor boards
45mm Concrete screed with liquid fibre mesh 
over precast floor with angle iron formwork
Triflange column bracing zone two
Cruciform column (348CC66)  bracing zone one
Cruciform beam (348CB66) 
Machine grade steel cruciform beam clips 
Machine grade steel cruciform beam clips to PFC 
300x90
PFC 300x90 ground floor 
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400mm Existing brick wall
Existing foundations to be repaired and 
increased to include anchors to resist tension 
loads. Possibility for epoxy injections and an 
increase of 100mm with reinforced concrete 
(future exploration needed)
Angle iron column to foundation brackets 
M20 hardware 
Chem set connection to existing foundation wall 
45x90 new timber framing 
New steel plates to line cuts in existing jarrah 
flooring 
Existing Jarrah bearer joist and floor boards
DPC between foundation and bearer 
Tri-flange column bracing zone two
Cruciform column (348CC66) bracing zone one
Cruciform beam (348CB66) 
Machine grade steel cruciform beam clips 
Machine grade steel cruciform beam clips to PFC 
300x90
PFC 300x90
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900mm polished aluminium pipe handrail 
Precast monolithic concrete stairs
Double glazed pannel with pre cut
and sealed connection points for spyders
50 x 100 Vertical aluminium mullion 
PFC 300x90
Custom spider clip




45mm Concrete screed over precast
floor with angle iron formwork
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